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Multipath Transmission for the Internet: A Survey
Ming Li, Andrey Lukyanenko, Zhonghong Ou, Antti Ylä-Jääski, Sasu Tarkoma, Matthieu Coudron, Stefano Secci

Abstract—Smart devices equipped with multiple network interfaces are becoming commonplace. Nevertheless, even though
multiple interfaces can be used to connect to the Internet, their
capabilities have not been fully utilized yet because the default
TCP/IP stack supports only a single interface for communication. This situation is now changing due to the emergence
of multipath protocols on different network stack layers. For
example, many IP level approaches have been proposed utilizing
tunneling mechanisms for hiding multipath transmission from
the transport protocols. Several working groups under IEEE
and IETF are actively standardizing multipath transmission on
the link layer and transport layer. Application level approaches
enable multipath transmission capability by establishing multiple
transport connections and distributing data over them. Given
all these efforts, it is beneficial and timely to summarize the
state-of-the-art, compare their pros and cons, and discuss about
the future directions. To that end, we present a survey on
multipath transmission and make several major contributions:
(1) we present a complete taxonomy pertaining to multipath
transmission, including link, network, transport, application and
cross layers; (2) we survey the state-of-the-art for each layer,
investigate the problems that each layer aims to address, and
make comprehensive assessment of the solutions; (3) based on
the comparison, we identify open issues and pinpoint future
directions for multipath transmission research.
Index Terms—Multipath transmission, TCP-friendly, resource
pooling, packet reordering

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet was originally designed as a “two-connected
net” to guarantee that no single failure would cause any nonfailed portion of the network to lose connectivity [112]. In
essence, any source-destination pair needs to maintain more
than one path to assure the reliability and resiliency of the
network. Although the rich resources have been existing in
the Internet, they have not been fully utilized since the birth
of the Internet. The reason lies in the fact that, by default, the
conventional TCP/IP only uses a single “best” path according
to certain routing metrics; the other available paths remain
standby only for backup and recovery purposes.
Nonetheless, this situation has been changing in the past
few years, which is indicated by several trends from the
standardization organization, academia, and industry. From the
standardization perspective, both IEEE and IETF are active
on concurrent multipath transmission. There have been several
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working groups dedicating on the standardization, for example,
[2, 3, 11, 38, 50, 55, 60, 86, 111, 126] 1 . From the academia,
hundreds of scientific articles revolving around multipath
transmission have been published, covering different network
stack layers on various aspects ranging from packet reordering,
scheduling to buffer management, fairness, Resource Pooling
(RP). From the industry, several companies have implemented
their own link layer aggregation schemes, such as [15, 32, 93].
Deutsche Telekom offers hybrid access by bundling DSLline with LTE in its portfolio [42]. Tessares company [1]
tried to develop new innovative network services on top
of Multipath TCP (MPTCP). For example, its first product
aims to aggregate the bandwidths of different infrastructure
(LTE/DSL). In 2015, OVH company [138] announced a new
product called Overthebox. This product combines MPTCP
and SOCKS proxies to enable users to bond different DSL
lines together. Apple has implemented a variant of MPTCP
on part of their Siri servers and allows iOS 7 users to use
it in their iPhones [4]. At IETF’93 in 2015, KT Corporation
presented Gigapath, a commercial service which can achieve
high bandwidth (800 Mbps and more) by combining LTE and
WiFi networks on Multipath TCP enabled smart phones [20].
There already exist a few survey articles focusing on
different aspects of multipath transmission. For example,
[85, 107, 154, 174, 193] mainly focused on the control plane
problem (i.e., multipath routing of how to compute and select
paths). [183] covered the control plane problem as well as the
data plane problem (i.e., how to split the flow on the chosen
paths) in wired networks. [153] assumed multiple paths had
been established by routing protocols and focused on load
distribution in terms of traffic splitting and path selection.
[163] and [44] considered multipath transmission in wireless
and wired networks respectively. [7] investigated the common
features of various approaches and classified the features into
layer-dependent and layer-independent features. In addition,
[7] also abstracted common design patterns and proposed a
unified networking architecture to enable mobile nodes to
make context-aware decisions about how and when to use each
or a combination of networks.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this survey is
the first one to provide a holistic view on the data plane issues
of multipath transmission. We have surveyed papers from the
year 1975 to 2015, and investigated various research problems
from different layers, covering link layer, networking layer,
transmission layer, application layer as well as cross layer. The
primary research problems include packet reordering, fairness
control, RP, Pareto-optimality and path diversity.
1 [38]
gives an overview of bandwidth aggregation mechanisms discussed in the context of Banana mailing list
https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/banana
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All frequently used acronyms in this survey are reported in
the appendix.
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•

Security: as data can be distributed over independent paths,
it will be more complex for a malicious entity to capture
the entire content.

A. Why Multipath?
As stated previously, the original Internet was designed as a
“two-connected net” with path diversity in mind. Nevertheless,
computers with multiple network interfaces were not an immediate design priority at the early stage. Only the routers were
equipped with several physical network interfaces. However,
the Internet has since then evolved significantly. For example,
most servers have been equipped with more than one network
interface nowadays. The abundance of network resources from
the server domain has spurred the adoption of multipath transmission in data center networks. In the consumer electronics
domain, the proliferation of mobile devices equipped with
cellular (e.g., 3G and LTE) and WiFi interfaces, represented
by smart phones, brings with it a growing number of multihomed hosts onto the Internet. Thus, there exists a mismatch
between single-path transport and the multitude of available
network paths. Those multi-interface devices require multipath
capability to improve end-to-end communication performance
and resilience.
Meanwhile, technological advancement has made multipath
transmission possible in theory. We investigate some of the
major benefits as well as requirements, and give brief descriptions as follows.
• Reliability: multipath transmission can enhance the reliability of data transfer because additional paths can keep the
connection alive in case of a failing or less performing path.
In wireless environment, reliability can be further improved
because signal interference is minimized due to the use of
heterogeneous wireless access techniques.
• Bandwidth aggregation: it is expected that the bandwidth aggregation can potentially multiply the experienced throughput by the number of available paths. If efficient bandwidth
aggregation can be achieved in this manner, a multi-homed
device can obtain a much better performance.
• Fairness and RP: TCP fairness requires that a multipath
transmission protocol receives no larger bandwidth of the
shared bottleneck link than a competing TCP flow. This is
important because TCP is the dominant transport protocol
on the Internet. If new protocols acquire unfair capacity, they
tend to cause problems such as congestion collapse. RP is
a concept that changed the notions of fairness in a way that
made multipath communications widely acceptable in practice. Instead of handling per path resource independently,
the RP principle advocates making improved use of multiple
path resources by allowing separate paths to act as if they
were a single large resource. This principle is a significant
step towards a practical multipath-aware end system.
• Pareto-optimality: it is a state of resource allocation in
which there is no alternative state that would make some
people better off without making anyone worse off. In the
case of multipath transmission, it means that upgrading
some regular single-path users to multipath ones can not
reduce the throughput of other users with any benefit to the
upgraded users.

B. Potential Blocking Points
Multipath transmission also has its own challenges we must
face. Some of the requirements mentioned in the last section
can be seen as disadvantages as well. In this section, we
investigate some of the potential blocking points from the
perspective of deployment in practice.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Packet reordering: it is difficult to schedule data packets over
heterogeneous paths without causing reordering and performance penalties. A robust multipath transmission solution
should be able to cope with any kind of path heterogeneity,
throughput fluctuations, or jitter. It should also be able to
deal with persistent reordering of data packets. Otherwise,
users would have less incentive to upgrade if the solution
fails to work properly in certain network environments.
Fairness: traditionally, fairness has been one of the obstacles
to the concurrent multipath transmission. It used to be on a
“per interface” basis which is unfair if there is a common
bottleneck later on. For example, simply utilizing multiple
flows would result in an unfair share of the bandwidth at
the bottleneck; for example, n TCP flows get approximately
n times throughput as a competing single TCP flow does.
Compatibility: it is hard to implement a generic multipath
solution without modifying standardized protocols or changing third-party network equipments. For example, on link
layer dedicated setup (even equipment) is required on both
sides. On other layers above the link layer, either hosts
or networks (sometimes both) need to upgrade in order to
support multipath transmission.
Pareto-optimality: MPTCP is the first multipath transmission
proposal which requires Pareto-optimality [100, 101] but
there is little experience how well/often it respects this
requirement. There are indeed cases where MPTCP may
perform worse than normal TCP due to path heterogeneity.
Path diversity: it describes the ability of having multiple
disjoint paths to reach a destination. Users expect to obtain
high throughput from the use of multiple paths. But if the
paths (or partial of them) travel through a shared bottleneck
link, the multiple flows can only get as much throughput as
a comparable TCP flow does due to the fairness guarantee.
Currently, reliable bottleneck detection is really hard in
practice. No individual path selection scheme can fit with
all network environments.
Security: multipath transmission has broken trust models organizations placed in single network providers. For example,
although traffic splitting makes sniffing harder, firewalls or
gateways may miss part of the data delivered over more than
one network providers and thus become unable to analyze
the flow. This would result in broken security solutions
including intrusion detection and data leak prevention.

Note that this survey is neither limited to these problems
nor cover all of them. We present the scope of this survey in
section II.
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Table I
C LASSIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH WORK BASED ON THE I NTERNET PROTOCOL LAYERS .
Stack position
Link

Network

Transport

Application

Cross-layer

Research work
Multi-Link PPP (MP) [185, 186], strIPe [9, 72], FatVAP [94], IEEE 802.1AX-2008 [2],
EtherChannel [32], Aggregated Ethernet [93], Multi-Link Trunking [15], IEEE 802.1AX2008 [2], OpenFlow [134, 188], IEEE 802.1aq [3], TRILL [50], SPB [56]
Phatak et al. [148, 149], BAG [26, 27], PRISM [103, 104], ETOM [108], MAR [166],
INTELiCON [121], MLP [51], SIMA [150], mHIP[64, 151], Sun et al. [189], LISP [55],
OSCAR [66], LISP-HA [126]
BA-SCTP [13], W-SCTP [24], CMT-SCTP [8, 46, 47, 48, 49, 88, 89, 90, 119, 175], LSSCTP [5, 6], cmpTCP [172], WiMP-SCTP [84], cmpSCTP [117], mSCTP-CMT [21], FPSSCTP [128], R-MTP [120], Lee et al. [110], pTCP [81, 82, 83], R2 CP [80, 105], Cetinkaya et
al. [25], mTCP [204], M-TCP [28], M/TCP [167], R-M/TCP [168], cTCP [45], MPLOT [178,
179], JOSCH [198], Super-aggregate [191], BMC [78], MPTCP [17, 59, 75, 100, 101, 109,
115, 140, 158, 160, 161, 162, 182], Han et al. [102], NC-MPTCP [113], FMTCP[36, 37],
QoS-MPTCP [43], CWA-MPTCP [206], Openflow-MPTCP [194], Balia [142, 143], Coudron
et al. [33], A-MPTCP [35], Yang et al. [201], SC-MPTCP [114], MPTCP-MA [118], EWMPTCP [116], Yang and Amer [202], DRePaS [57], Coudron et al. [34]
XFTP [10], PSockets [184], GridFTP [91], PA [165], ATLB [73, 74], Tavarua [155],
SBAM [171], DMP [195, 196], MultiTCP [192], PATTHEL [16], Kaspar et al. [95, 96], Evensen
et al. [52, 53, 54], Miyazaki et al. [129], DBAS [69, 70], G-DBAS [68], OPERETTA [65],
MPTS-AR [111, 205]
PRISM [103, 104], MPTCP-MA [118], ATLB [73, 74], Tavarua [155], SBAM [171], MultiTCP [192], PATTHEL [16], DBAS [69, 70], G-DBAS [68], OPERETTA [65], A-MPTCP [35],
Openflow-MPTCP [194], Coudron et al. [33]

Sec. III Multipath Transmission

A. Link-layer Bonding
Table III Algorithms
Table IV Approaches

P1: Load sharing
P2: Packet reordering

B. IP-layer Bandwidth
Aggregation
Table V Tunneling schemes

1) IP-in-IP encapsulation
2) NAT traversal
3) Identity/locator split
Table VI Algorithms
Table VII Approaches

C. Transport-layer
Multipath Transmission
Table VIII Problems compare

1) SCTP based
2) TCP based
Table IX, XI Algorithms
Table X, XII Approaches

P1: Load sharing

P1: Load sharing

P2: Packet reordering

P2: Packet reordering

P3: Fairness

P3: Fairness

D. Application-layer
Multipath Capability
1)
2)
3)
4)

Same path
Different paths
HTTP based
Middleware

Table XIII Algorithms
Table XIV Approaches

P1: Load sharing
P2: Packet reordering

E. Summary
Table
Table
Table
Table

XV Algorithm evaluation
XVI Cross-layer approaches
XVII Compatibility evaluation
XVIII Research evolution

P1: Packet reordering
P2: Layer-dependent scheduling
P3: Cross-layer support
P4: Compatibility
P5: Research evolution

P4: Resource pooling
P6: Buffer impact
P5: Pareto-optimality
P7: Path Diversity

Figure 1. Structure of Section III and research problems (P) to address.

C. Contributions
We provide a comprehensive survey of multipath transmission, covering various aspects on different layers. Towards that
direction, we make several key contributions and summarize
them as follows: (1) a complete taxonomy regarding multipath
transmission is presented, covering various protocol layers
including link layer, network layer, transport layer, application
layer and cross layer; (2) the state-of-the-art for each layer is
surveyed, the problems addressed by layer specific approaches
are investigated, and comprehensive comparisons among them
are made; (3) the standardization efforts from various parties
are summarized, including working groups from IETF and
IEEE; (4) by the means of comparison, open issues are
identified for future development of multipath transmission.

We believe this work will bring insights to the researchers
and practitioners working in this field, and foster a set of new
research towards different directions of multipath transmission.
D. Organization, Structure, and Research Problems
Grouping and discussing multipath transmission approaches
according to their stack position are beneficial for researchers
and practitioners to understand the benefits and trade-offs from
each layer, and make an all-around decision. Therefore, we
survey the state-of-the-art multipath transmission from layerspecific perspectives. Table I shows the classification of the
research work according to the stack position.
The structure of the survey is organized as follows. Section II reviews a number of related surveys and layouts
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the position of ours. In Section III, various approaches are
classified based on their network stack position and cross-layer
approaches are discussed separately (see Table I). Figure 1
illustrates the structure and coverage of Section III. In each
discussion of the layer specific approaches, we investigate the
problems the approaches on that layer aim to address. Some
problems are common to all layers, such as the load sharing
and packet reordering problems. Some are addressed only on
certain layers. For example, the fairness problem is addressed
only on IP and transport layers. Compared with other layers,
transport layer approaches have more problems to address
including RP, buffer impact, Pareto-optimality and path diversity. The discussion of approaches follows a chronological
order except that we group some research work which has
similarity or progression. In addition, two tables are used to
summarize the key algorithms and approaches respectively.
The approach table is connected to the key algorithm table
by the means of listing the key algorithms used in each
approach as well as the intended network environments of
the algorithms. Note that the same algorithms, which are used
on different layers, are not repeatedly described in different
key algorithm tables. Instead, we only provide explanation in
the table when the algorithm is first discussed. Following the
discussion of the approaches on specific layers, we make a
summary to present a comprehensive comparison from five
perspectives. In Section IV, we point out the lessons that
can be learned from this survey. In Section V, we pinpoint
future research directions. Finally, we conclude this survey in
Section VI.
In this article, there are many abbreviations. To help readers track them easily, we provide a list of frequently used
acronyms in the appendix.
II. S COPE AND R ELATED S URVEYS
First of all, we investigate multipath transmission in wired
and wireless networks but leave its discussion in sensor
networks out of the scope. For surveys on multipath transmission in sensor networks, we refer the readers to [156].
In addition, we focus solely on the data plane problem of
how to split data on multiple paths and intentionally leave
out all work that focuses on multipath routing, i.e. the control
plane problem of how to compute and select the routes. We
refer the readers to articles and recent surveys that cover such
work [85, 107, 154, 174, 193]. Furthermore, the security issue
of multipath transmission and P2P applications are also out of
the scope of this survey.
Compared with surveys on multipath routing, surveys on
the data plane problems are less popular. There are only a
few surveys [7, 44, 67, 153, 154, 163, 183] that touch on
the same topic as ours. In a somewhat old but still relevant survey [163], Ramaboli et al. reviewed some bandwidth
aggregation approaches in heterogeneous wireless networks
which consist of a variety of integrated and jointly managed
radio access technologies. They found that packet reordering
is the most dominant challenge because it can introduce
undesirable delays for real-time applications and unnecessary
retransmissions for TCP applications. In this regard, their
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survey focused mainly on the issues caused by packet reordering and the approaches to address them accordingly. Those
approaches were classified into two groups according to their
adaptiveness to dynamic conditions: non-adaptive and adaptive
approaches. The former ones do not have the ability to adjust
the resource allocation and traffic schedule in dynamic network
conditions. In contrast, the latter ones take varying traffic and
link conditions into consideration in order to derive optimal
resource allocation and scheduling decisions. In each group,
the approaches are further classified according to their layer
position in TCP/IP protocol stack.
Prabhavat et al. [153] presented a literature review of various
existing load distribution models for multipath networks, and
classified the models in terms of their key functionalities:
traffic splitting and path selection. A generalized multipath
forwarding mechanism was used to discuss the two key functionalities without considering which protocol stack position
the mechanism is implemented on. The paper did not address
routing to establish multiple paths. Instead, it assumed that
multiple paths had been established by routing techniques.
Domżał et al. [44] considered multipath transmission in
wired networks. They classified the approaches based on three
different layers in which they operate, i.e., link layer, network
layer and transport layer. Specifically, on the link layer, they
discussed a couple of multipath transmission approaches based
on Ethernet. On the network layer, they investigated various
routing techniques that can be used for the construction and
selection of multiple paths. On the transport layer, they gave a
brief introduction of MPTCP. However, [44] lacks many key
approaches added in this survey. For example, on the network
layer, all the tunneling based solutions are missing. On the
transport layer, they only discussed MPTCP but have left out
all the other approaches.
Sateesh et al’s survey in [7] covers some aspects related
to multipath transmission. The authors first reviewed some
protocols and architectures that enable heterogeneous networking support, and then abstracted common design patterns and
proposed a unified networking architecture to enable mobile
nodes to make context-aware decisions about how and when
to use each or a combination of networks. However, the scope
of survey [7] is only partially overlapping with our work, in
particular the focus is mostly shifted to seamless mobility,
multihoming, security and other aspects that are out of the
scope of our work.
Habak et al. [67] investigated the common features of various approaches and classified the features into two categories:
layer-dependent and layer-independent features. The layerdependent features include, for example, the common research
problems shared by the approaches on the same layer. In the
discussion of these features, they performed a layer by layer
analysis of the available approaches. The layer-independent
features include scheduling algorithms, estimation of interface/application characteristics, and networking models. In
contrast, in this survey, we argue that some seemingly layerindependent features are not completely layer independent. For
example, certain scheduling algorithms are closely connected
to a specific layer so that they may perform differently on
different layers.
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Table II
√
C OVERAGE OF RELATED SURVEYS ( means having been covered).
Survey
[163]
[67]
[7]
[44]
[183]
[154]
This survey

Year
2012
2013
2013
2015
2015
2015
2015

Application
√
√

√
√

Transport
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

IP
Scheduling, tunneling
Scheduling, tunneling
Tunneling
Routing
Routing
Routing
Scheduling, tunneling

Singh et al. [183] surveyed both multipath routing and
provisioning. In the discussion of provisioning multiple paths
between end hosts, they also followed a layer-based structure,
from application layer to physical layer, to review the existing
approaches. Although [183] has a similar structure as our
survey, they have several key differences: 1) [183] excluded
multipath transmission in wireless networks which are the
primary environment for path diversity. Due to its focus only
on the wired networks, it missed many key references added in
this survey; 2) [183] lacked a detailed discussion, for example,
which scheduling algorithms are used to avoid reordering in
the receiver and how well these algorithms perform. Instead,
this analysis is one of the main focuses in our survey; 3)
compared to our survey, [183] has missed some important
contents including whether the approaches considered fairness,
implemented the Pareto-efficiency and resource pooling features, and what compatibility issues the approaches had on
each layer.
Qadir et al. [154] investigated multipath transmission on
the transport layer, despite their main focus on networklayer multipath routing. They organized their investigation by
discussing five questions relating to how the multiple paths are
used. The five questions have covered: 1) the number of paths
to be used concurrently, 2) the configuration of how multiple
paths work together (backup or concurrent), 3) the load balancing methods (static or dynamic), 4) the congestion control
methods (coordinated or uncoordinated) and 5) the controller
entity which performs load balancing and traffic engineering
(host or network). In this survey, we organize the discussion
of multipath transmission in a different way, for example,
investigating the various problems to address on different stack
positions (see Figure 1). We believe that these two different
perspectives on the same target are complementary and would
give readers more insights.
As we have discussed previously, most of the existing
surveys have classified various solutions based on protocol
layers (excluding [153]). In this regard, we use Table II to
compare the coverage of the previous surveys as well as
this survey on different protocol layers. In this survey, we
summarize the key algorithms used on all the other layers
except the physical layer (we refer the readers to [29, 199] for
multipath transmission at the physical layer) and associate the
algorithms to the problems they were designed to address. We
extract the scheduling algorithms and compare their efficiency
in terms of packet reordering and load sharing capabilities
without considering their layer dependency. The approaches

Link
√
√
√
√

Physical

Cross-layer

√

√
√
√

√

Network Environment
Wireless
General
General
Wired
Wired
General
General

based on a cross-layer design are summarized and discussed
in a separate section. The approaches on different layers are
also evaluated from the viewpoint of compatibility capability.
We also discuss the evolution of the research questions on
multipath transmission and found that only the transport layer
approaches following a nice evolution.
III. M ULTIPATH T RANSMISSION
Before we dig into the technical details of multipath transmission, we present the timeline of its milestones in Figure 2
in order to give readers a general picture of its development.
The first paper on TCP was published in 1974. In the following
year, Dr. Maxemchuck proposed Dispersity Routing [125]
in his Ph.D. dissertation to concurrently transmit data over
multiple paths. From that point onward, various forms of
multipath transmission have been proposed. For example, the
idea of building multipath capability into TCP was, to the
best of our knowledge, first suggested by Huitema [86] as an
Internet draft in IETF in 1995. In 2002, the first 3G network
to go commercially live was launched in South Korea, which
promoted the proliferation of mobile devices equipped with
multiple wireless interfaces. In 2006, Key et al. [99] used
fluid-flow modeling to demonstrate that multipath transport
can provide not only robustness but also balanced congestion
in a stable manner. In the same year, Shakkottai et al. [176]
used a non-cooperative pricing game to show that multihoming
outperforms unihoming in terms of throughput and profit to the
Internet service providers (ISPs). In 2008, Wischik et al. [200]
investigated the RP principle, which makes a collection of
resources behave like a single pooled resource. This principle
is a significant step towards a practical multipath-aware end
system. From 2009, IETF started to define and standardize
MPTCP, which employs a coupled congestion control algorithm to achieve RP principle.
In the remainder of this section, the state-of-the-art multipath transmission schemes are classified according to which
layer of the protocol stack the proposed approach performs at:
link layer, network layer, transport layer and application layer.
A. Link Layer Bonding
High end workstations and data centers can easily saturate
existing Local Area Networks (LANs). On the link layer,
multipath transmission is typically called bonding or link
aggregation because multiple physical channels are bundled
(or aggregated) into a single logical channel. The primary
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2006: MT fluid-flow
modeling
1996: link
layer bunding
1995: build
MT into TCP

1974: first
paper on TCP

1980

1990

1975: first reference
to concurrent MT

2004:
CMT-SCTP

2010: MPTCP in DCN

2000: IETF
SCTP

2011: OpenFlow V1.1

2000

1991: HTTP V0.9
1996: FTP supports
multiple connections

2010

2002: IP-in-IP
MT tunneling

2000: MT library
2002: first 3G network

2009: IETF
MPTCP

2012: MPTCP
pareto-optimality
2008: resource
pooling

2007: HTTP with
MT support

Figure 2. Milestones in the evolution of multipath transmission. MT: Multipath Transmission, DCN: Data Center Network, MPTCP: Multipath TCP.

Table III
K EY ALGORITHMS FOR LINK LAYER BONDING (sorted according to their order mentioned in Table IV).
Algorithm
WRR (Weighted Round Robin)

Problems to address
Load sharing

FLSA (Fair Load-Sharing Algorithm),
FQA (Fair-Queuing Algorithm)

Load sharing

PCA (Per-Conversation Allocation)

Load sharing, packet reordering

PFA (Per-Flow Allocation)

Load sharing, packet reordering

ECT (Equal Cost Tree)

Load sharing

ECMP (Equal Cost Multipath)

Load sharing

RR (Round Robin)

Load sharing

SW2

SW3
Host
A

SW1

SW6

Host
B

SW4

SW5

Figure 3. Link aggregation between Ethernet switches. SW: Switch.

goal of link layer bundling is to coordinate multiple independent links between a fixed pair of systems, providing a
virtual link with a larger bandwidth than what a single link
can sustain. Figure 3 shows a simplified example of link

Description
It is designed to better distribute data onto paths with different capabilities. Each path is assigned a weight which indicates the path’s
transmission capability in terms of bandwidth, delay and packet loss (or
partial of them). Data is distributed over different paths proportionally
to their transmission capability.
A FLSA is obtained by transforming the operations of a Fair-Queuing
Algorithm (FQA) in a time reversed manner. FLSA and the corresponding FQA need to run at the sender and the receiver respectively to
provide a fair load sharing in the presence of variable sized packets and
variable capacity channels.
It allocates frames on a per conversation basis. For example, frames
belonging to the same conversation is distributed only onto the same
path. Multiple different conversations could share the same path.
It allocates traffic on a flow-by-flow basis. For example, traffic belonging
to the same TCP flow is distributed only onto the same path. Multiple
different flows could share the same path.
It allows shortest path forwarding in an Ethernet mesh network context
utilizing multiple equal cost trees. ECT supports much larger layer-two
topologies than per-hop based ECMP.
It is a routing strategy where next-hop packet forwarding to a single
destination can occur over multiple “best paths”. ECMP is a per-hop
decision that is limited to a single router.
This simple scheduling algorithm orders paths and sends each piece of
data on the next available/possible path in circular order.

aggregation between two Ethernet switches (SW1 and SW6 ).
These switches can obtain increased throughput by striping
data across multiple interfaces.
In the following discussion, we use Table III and Table IV
to summarize the key algorithms and approaches respectively.
The approaches in Table IV are sorted in chronological order.
The algorithms in Table III are sorted according to their order
mentioned in Table IV. Note that the algorithms in Table III
may be not only adopted by approaches on the link layer, but
may also be used by those on other layers. In this survey,
we will not elaborate the algorithms that have been discussed
previously. This same rule is applicable for all other algorithm
tables.
Multi-Link PPP (MP) [185], designed for Integrated Services for Digital Network (ISDN), aggregates multiple links
using the PPP protocol [181]. In order to detect fragment
loss and disorder, MP uses a 4-byte re-sequencing header
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Table IV
S UMMARY OF L INK L AYER B ONDING A PPROACHES .
Scheme
MP [185]
strIPe [9, 72]
LQB [186]
LACP [2, 87]
FatVAP [94]
SPB IEEE802.1aq [56]
TRILL [50]
OpenFlow [134, 188]

Year
1996
1996, 1999
1999
2000, 2008
2008
2012
2014
2014, 2015

Algorithm and Protocol
WRR
FLSA, FQA
WRR
PCA
PFA
PFA, ECT
PFA, ECMP
PCA

(RSH) for synchronization and detecting lost fragments at the
receiver. Therefore, a reorder buffer is required at the receiver
to accommodate the out-of-order fragments caused by link
aggregation. MP suggests a Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
scheduling scheme so that data can be distributed proportionally to the transmission rates of the links. To achieve this goal,
two methods for fragmentation have been proposed. The first
one divides packets into segments with sizes proportional to
the transmission rates of different paths. The other method
divides packets into many small equal sized fragments and
distributes the number of the fragments proportionally to the
transmission rates of different paths.
Adiseshu et al. [9, 72] added a “strIPe” layer, a virtual IP
interface below the IP layer and above the data link layer, to
aggregate multiple data links. The stripe layer implements the
striping algorithm at the sender and the fair queuing algorithm
at the receiver. The authors first showed how a fair-queuing
algorithm (FQA) can be transformed to a fair load-sharing
algorithm (FLSA), and then proposed that the FQA should run
in a reversed manner of the load-sharing algorithm in order
to solve the load sharing issue with variable packet size. It
implies that identical equipment (or of the same vendor) is
required on both sides of the aggregation. They also dealt with
the FIFO delivery issue for two separate cases. For example,
if a RSH can be added to each packet, the issue can be solved
by using the additional reordering number; if no header can
be added, they proposed a way of synchronization in the event
of frame loss to provide quasi-FIFO delivery.
An implementation of MP in Wide Area Networks (WANs)
was discussed by Snoeren et al. in [186]. They proposed a
Link Quality Balancing (LQB) scheme to bundle multiple
channels of the same Wide-area Wireless Access Network
(WWAN) technology. In order to adjust traffic striping across
bundled links according to their transmission capabilities, LQB
adapts the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of each link in
proportion to its available bandwidth (short-term averages of
the observed throughput). A link layer receive buffer is also
required to reorder fragments.
FatVAP (an 802.11 driver design) [94] is another work in a
wireless environment for link bonding. FatVAP aggregates the
bandwidth available at multiple wireless access points (WAPs)
that are worth connecting to and balances their loads by
scheduling traffic to different APs according to their available
bandwidth. In order to continue delivering the sum of the
bandwidths available across all APs, FatVAP uses a constant
estimation of both end-to-end and wireless bandwidth to react

Network Environment
ISDN
General
WWANs
Ethernet
WAPs
Ethernet
General
Ethernet, data center

Re-sequence Header
Yes
Support
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

to changes within a few seconds. Note that FatVAP uses a PerFlow Allocation (PFA) strategy to distribute traffic over APs.
For example, when a new flow arrives, FatVAP determines
which AP to assign this flow to and records the mapping in
a hash table. Subsequent packets in the flow are simply sent
through the AP recorded in the hash table.
Within IEEE specifications, the Link Aggregation Control
Protocol (LACP) allows multiple links of Ethernet to be
aggregated together to form a Link Aggregation Group (LAG).
As such, the Media Access Control (MAC) client can treat the
LAG as a single link. LACP allows a network device to negotiate an automatic bundling of links by sending LACP packets to
the peer. LACP was initially released as 802.3ad [87] in 2000.
Nearly every network vendor quickly adopted this standard
over their proprietary standards. In 2008, the protocol was
transferred to the 802.1 group with the publication of IEEE
802.1AX-2008 [2]. In LACP, a Frame Collector (FC) at the
receiver is responsible for maintaining any frame ordering
constraint. In order to avoid frame reordering, the Frame Distributor (FD) at the sender transmits all frames that compose
a given conversation2 only to a single link, which is a PerConversation Allocation (PCA) strategy (very similar to PFA
strategy). Therefore, no frame reordering scheme or reordering
buffer is required at the FC. In addition to the IEEE link aggregation standards, there are a number of proprietary aggregation
schemes, including EtherChannel [32] from Cisco, Aggregated
Ethernet [93] from Juniper, Multi-Link Trunking [15] from
AVAYA. These proprietary aggregation schemes and IEEE
802.3ad standards are very similar and accomplish the same
goal.
Since the version 1.1 [137], OpenFlow has supported multilink aggregation on layer-2. The specification of OpenFlow
switch has introduced Link Aggregation (LA) to obtain the
ability for one port to point to a group of other ports. Using
LACP for exchanging dynamic information between LAsupported devices, the OpenFlow controller has full control
over the switches on how frames are distributed and collected
on multiple links. Nguyen-Duc et al. [134] investigated the operation of LA in OpenFlow switches and found that LACP on
OpenFlow switch provides a slightly lower throughput than the
one on a conventional switch. Thus, OpenFlow switches need
to be further optimized to achieve equivalent performance.
2 A set of frames transmitted from one end station to another, where all
of the frames form an ordered sequence, and where the communicating
end stations require the ordering to be maintained among the set of frames
exchanged.
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Subedi et al. [188] presented an adaptive multipath forwarding
architecture in a layer-2 OpenFlow data center network. In the
architecture, all-to-all forwarding paths are set up proactively
among the edge nodes. Aggregated bandwidth is achieved by
using all the available paths simultaneously. To avoid the outof-order delivery issue due to using all available paths, a PCA
style scheduling algorithm is used in [134, 188]. Specifically,
the algorithm excludes the paths whose path length exceeds
the shortest path length significantly.
In the last few years, there are notable new protocols
designed to support multipath forwarding at link-layer in IEEE
and IETF standards, e.g., Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) [56]
(specified in the IEEE 802.1aq standard [3]) and IETF
Transparent Interconnection of a Lot of Links (TRILL) [50].
SPB and TRILL are potential successors of the Spanning
Tree Protocol (STP). SPB now supports multipath forwarding
by using Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) and Equal Cost
Tree (ECT) routing strategies. TRILL currently only supports
multipath forwarding by using ECMP routing strategy. In both
ECMP and ECT strategies, if multiple equal cost paths are
present towards a destination, network traffic is distributed
over those multiple paths. In order to avoid reordering and path
MTU discovery problems, similar to FatVAP, both TRILL and
SPB use per-flow multipath forwarding. Specifically, frames
belonging to the same data flow take the same path and frames
belonging to other flows can take the other paths.
From Table III, we find that the main problems the algorithms trying to address are load sharing and packet reordering.
Among all the algorithms, the simplest one is Round Robin
(RR) where the sender allocates fragments among all the
available links in equal portions and in an ordered fashion. In
the long run, RR scheduling provides a fair share of fragments
as long as these fragments are of the same size. Nevertheless,
the basic RR scheduling strategy is rarely used in practice
because it provides no load sharing with either variable sized
fragments or different link capacities. In order to solve these
issues, the Weighted RR variations are the more widely used
scheduling strategies.
The main advantage of link-layer bonding is that the signaling rate of the channel is relatively stable and can be utilized to
mitigate reordering. However, link-layer approaches only work
on a point-to-point link and even require dedicated Ethernet
cards installed on both sides. Thus, they are not applicable
in general scenarios of end-to-end communications where
the different domains involved are controlled by different
providers.
B. IP Layer Bandwidth Aggregation
The IP layer, originally proposed to handle global addressing and routing, is a natural candidate to host the multipath
capability to enhance end-to-end communication. A network
approach has the advantage of being transparent to transport
protocols and applications, making wide spread deployment
much easier. In theory, each packet of a TCP flow can
be sent over a different path, and the IP protocol ensures
that all packets reach their destination. For example, Sun et
al. [189] explored the use of multipath routing to reduce the
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Figure 4. IP-in-IP tunneling between two multi-homed hosts.

file transmission delay in a wireless network. Specifically, they
proposed taking advantage of packet level erasure code (e.g.,
digital fountain code) to transmit data file with redundancy
over a set of paths. They obtained the intuitive understanding
of the trade-off between the code rate and delay reduction.
Their research was made for a special network environment
where a source and destination pair has a rich set of identical
and disjoint paths, hence no packet reordering issue introduced. Nevertheless, in most practical network environments,
when packets inside one connection taking more than one path,
they can experience different propagation delay and arrive out
of order. The TCP receiver sends duplicate acknowledgments
(ACKs) to the sender, which causes the TCP sender mistakenly
interprets packet reordering as packet loss. The results found in
[19, 103, 203] show that TCP suffers significant performance
degradation due to frequent packet reordering. Thus, the use
of multiple paths with varying characteristics deteriorates the
problem.
In the following discussion, the state-of-the-art is divided
into three categories: IP-in-IP encapsulation, Network Address
Translation (NAT) traversal, and Identity/locator split. We
summarize their features in Table V and discuss each category
according to the order they show in the table. Table VI and
Table VII are used to summarize the key algorithms and
approaches respectively. The “Proxies or Updated Routers” in
Table VII indicates the required number of proxies or updated
routers.
1) IP-in-IP Encapsulation: A widely used IP layer approach for aggregating bandwidth of multiple IP paths is to
use tunneling mechanisms which transparently redirect packets
between two hosts on routing level. For example, Phatak et
al. [148, 149] proposed using IP-in-IP encapsulation [144] to
split a data flow across multiple network interfaces. As shown
in Figure 4, at the source (A), the transport layer assembles all
packets as if they were going through A1 and addressed to B1 .
The packets going out on interface A2 get encapsulated in new
IP packets each with an extra header having destination B1 and
source A2 . Likewise, each packet going out on interface A3
can be encapsulated in a new IP packet having destination B2
and source A3 . The destination (B) can then recognize IP-inIP packets and strip the outer header. This leaves the original
packets with source A1 and destination B1 to be delivered up
the network stack to TCP in a transparent manner. The same
encapsulation scheme is used for tunneling in the mobile IP
standard [145]. In order to avoid fast retransmission, Phatak
et al. used a WRR style scheduler, which distributes packets
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Table V
S CHEMES USED ON IP LEVEL FOR BANDWIDTH AGGREGATION .
Scheme
IP-in-IP encapsulation

NAT (Network Address
Translation)

Identity/Locator Split

Description
No Proxy: The client and server open a TCP connection with an agreed IP for each
other. When a packet is sent through interfaces with IPs other than the agreed one, the
packet is encapsulated in another packet with the agreed IP.
One proxy at the client side: A proxy is required. IP-in-IP encapsulation is running
between the proxy and the client to hide the usage of multiple IPs from TCP. The
server which is unaware of the client’s multiple IPs communicates with the proxy
using normal TCP.
Two proxies at the both sides: Two proxies on the client and server sides are required.
IP-in-IP encapsulation is running between the proxy client and server. Each endpoint
communicates with the proxy (client or server) with normal TCP. The usage of their
multiple connections is hidden from both endpoints.
No Proxy: The client and server agree with one IP for each other. The source and
destination IPs at the client are replaced with the agreed ones. Upon receiving a packet,
the server reverses its source and destination IPs using the agreed ones before forwarding
it to TCP.
One proxy at the client side: One proxy is required. NATing is running between the
proxy and the client to hide the usage of multiple IPs from TCP. The server which
is unaware of the client’s multiple IPs communicates with the NAT box using normal
TCP.
Two proxies at the both sides: A proxy client and sever are required. NATing is running
between the proxy client and server. Each endpoint communicates with the proxy (client
or server) with normal TCP. The usage of multiple connections between proxies is
hidden from both endpoints.
Host-level: The identity of a host is separated from its location (i.e., IP address). Each
host uses its globally valid identity to shield the presence of its multiple IPs from
transport and application layers.
Network-level: The IP space is separated into two spaces, one for identity of a host
and the other for locator of a border router. A mapping system is required to provide
mapping between the identity and locator. Multipath transmission could be provided
between source and destination border routers for the purpose of traffic engineering.

proportionally to the effective rates of the paths.
Chebrolu et al. [27] presented a network layer architecture
to aggregate bandwidth on multiple paths for real-time applications. They made the assumption that an infrastructure proxy
(like the Home-Agent in Mobile IP [146]) is aware of the multiple interfaces of the client, and tunnels the captured packets
to the client using IP-in-IP encapsulation. The advantage of
a proxy solution is that it is fully controllable and allows
servers to remain unchanged and hide using multiple IPs
from TCP. Chebrolu et al. proposed a scheduling algorithm,
Earliest Delivery Path First (EDPF), to ensure that packets
meet their playback deadlines by scheduling packets based on
the estimated delivery time of the packets. To improve the
overall performance of IP-in-IP tunneling based bandwidth
aggregation by the means of minimizing packet reordering,
Chebrolu et al. in [26] proposed a two-pronged approach.
Firstly, a scheduling policy Packet-Pair based EDPF for TCP
applications (PET) was used to partition traffic onto different
paths. The design of PET has the same concept of EDPF
but with idealized delay and bandwidth values replacing the
estimates. Secondly, working together with the scheduling
policy, a receiver-side Buffer Management Policy (BMP) was
used to delay forwarding the out-of-order packets to TCP and
to detect losses, so that a variety of adverse effects can be
hidden.
Kim et al. [103, 104] introduced PRISM, another proxy
based approach that enables TCP to efficiently utilize the
WWAN connections from community members. The proxy
can be a trusted party or a community member. PRISM
uses a cross-layer approach that involves support from both

Update
Endpoints
Client, network

Network

Endpoints

Client, network

Network

Endpoints
Network

transport and network layer. We classify PRISM as network
layer approach because the PRISM proxy, which is the main
entity for multipath support, is located on the network layer.
PRISM uses a packet-scheduling algorithm, i.e., Adaptive
Scheduler (ADAS), to maintain up-to-date path state. Using
the up-to-state information, ADAS sends packets according
to their expected arrival time (a variant of EDPF algorithm)
to reduce packet reordering. ADAS also uses the path state
to adjust path weight by using the Additive Increase and
Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) strategy from TCP, so that
ADAS can dynamically react to congestion from partial paths
and control the amount of traffic to be allocated on those paths.
Moreover, PRISM masks the effects of out-of-order delivery
by identifying spurious duplicate ACKs and re-sequencing
them so that a TCP sender receives correctly sequenced ACKs.
Lan et al. [108] designed a different proxy based multipath
network protocol called Enhancements for TCP On a Multihomed mobile router (ETOM) that runs transparently to both
clients and servers. ETOM involves two proxy components
instead of one kind: MR (Mobile Router) and HA (Home
Agent). The client and the MR (as well as the server and the
HA) use normal single-path connection, whereas all packets
traveling between MR and HA are IP-in-IP encapsulated.
ETOM uses a reordering buffer to eliminate packet reordering.
For example, out-of-order packets are buffered at the HA until
the missing packets are received, and packets are then sent out
in order to the destination. ETOM also uses a variant of EDPF
algorithm to further reduce packet reordering. Note that unlike
other IP layer approaches, ETOM employs a subflow sequence
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Table VI
K EY ALGORITHMS FOR IP LAYER BANDWIDTH AGGREGATION (sorted according to their order mentioned in Table VII).
Algorithm
PET (Packet-Pair based EDPF for TCP applications)

Problems to address
Load sharing, packet reordering

BMP (Buffer Management Policy)

Spurious retransmission,
packet reordering

EDPF (Earliest Delivery Path First)

Load sharing, packet reordering

RPC (Reverse Path Controller)

Spurious retransmission,
packet reordering

SACK (Selective Acknowledgment)

TCP performance

DATA/ACK SEP

TCP performance

PBCS (Piggy-Backing for Control Signaling)

Path status

TFCC (TCP-Friendly Congestion Control)

Fairness

PRM (Packet Reordering Module)

Spurious retransmission,
packet reordering

Description
It sends TCP packet-pairs on each path periodically to compute interarrival time between the hosts, and schedules packets on the path that
delivers it the earliest. PET is a variant of EDPF.
It is designed to hide any residual reordering from TCP at the data
receiver side so that unnecessary retransmissions are avoided. For
instance, the receiver buffers out-of-order data packets at the network
layer before passing them to TCP in order.
It estimates the delivery time of the packets on each path, and
schedules each packet on the path that delivers it the earliest. This
approach is used to minimize reordering and thereby the delay and
jitter experienced by the application.
It is designed to handle spurious duplicated ACKs in the data sender
side so that unnecessary retransmissions are avoided. For example,
RPC exploits TCP’s control information carried by ACKs, determine
the meaning of duplicated ACKs, corrects them if necessary.
It is sent from the receiver to the sender informing the sender of the out
of order data that has been received. The sender can then retransmit
only the missing data segments.
It separates the forward (DATA) and the backward (ACK) traffic on
different paths.
It adds piggy-backing extra information on packets before injecting
them into the networking stack for transmission. The information is
stripped out at the recipient.
It restricts the subflows of one TCP connection to use more bandwidth
than normal TCP does at a shared bottleneck.
It runs at both sides of a communication to handle packet reordering
issue. Specifically, it delays the data packets at the receiver and
their ACKs at the sender before forwarding them to the upper layer.
To avoid over-protection, it only delays forwarding them before the
timeout.

Table VII
S UMMARY OF IP L EVEL BANDWIDTH AGGREGATION A PPROACHES .
Scheme

Year

Tunneling

Algorithm and Protocol
WRR

Fairness

IP-in-IP encapsulation

Proxies or Updated Routers
0

Phatak et al. [148,
149]
MAR [166]
BAG [26]
PRISM [103, 104]
BAG [27]
SIMA [150]
INTELiCON [121]

2002, 2003

mHIP [64]
MLP [51]
mHIP [151]
ETOM [108]
LISP [55]
OSCAR [66]
LISP-HA [126]

2004
2005
2005, 2007
2006
2006
2008

NAT
IP-in-IP encapsulation
IP-in-IP encapsulation
IP-in-IP encapsulation
Identity/locator split
NAT

1 or 2
1
1
1
0
0

2009
2009
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Identity/locator split
NAT
Identity/locator split
IP-in-IP encapsulation
Identity/locator split
NAT
Identity/locator split

0
1
0
2
2
0
2

WRR, PFA
PET, BMP
EDPF, RPC, SACK
EDPF
PFA
DATA/ACK
SEP,
PBCS
EDPF
WRR
TFCC
EDPF, BMP
WRR
PRM, PFA, WRR
PFA

number in the inner IP header to detect packet loss between
MR and HA.
2) NAT Traversal: Unlike the previous approach that relies
on IP encapsulation, there exist several approaches taking
advantage of NAT instead of tunneling.
Rodriguez et al. [166] introduced MAR system (see Figure 5), a commuter mobile access NAT router that provides
a set of local interfaces and a number of wide-area wireless
interfaces. The former provides access to local mobile devices
and the latter accommodates a variety of wide-area wireless
technologies. The MAR router acts as a NAT box that is

No

Network
Environment
Mobile

Sequence
Space
Single

No
No
No
No
No
No

Mobile
Wireless access
Mobile collaborative
Wireless access
HIP-enabled
Wireless access

Single
Single
Single
Single
Double
Single

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

HIP-enabled
Wireless access
HIP-enabled
Wireless
General
Mobile collaborative
Hybrid access

Double
Single
Double
Double
Single
Single
Single

located in the middle and translates IP addresses and ports
of packets for two directions. A MAR router can work alone
or cooperate with a MAR proxy-server. With such a proxyserver, the Packet-Oriented Scheduling Mode (POSM) is used
where the packets of the same TCP flow can be delivered over
multiple paths and a MAR router can implement intelligent
optimization including avoiding TCP 3-way handshake, slowstart, spurious timeouts and so on. When the proxy-server
is absent, the Flow-Oriented Scheduling Mode (FOSM) is
used where a per-flow allocation strategy schedules all packets
belonging to the same TCP flow onto the same path. MAR
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Figure 5. MAR [166] system architecture where the MAR router is placed in public mobile vehicles and data traffic is sent from remote servers to local
devices. PDN: Public Data Network, AP: Access Point.

provides an API that can accommodate any custom purposebuilt scheduling protocol. But the scheduling protocol itself
is not part of the MAR architecture. MAR is also designed
to determine the weight that should be assigned to each
interface to properly perform load balancing (e.g. dynamically
shifts load from poor quality to better quality channels). Note
that the MAR router was supposed to be placed in moving
vehicles, where users can use their devices for web-browsing
and audio/video streaming. Therefore, the traffic load-balanced
is only in one direction (i.e., from remote servers to local
devices).
Manousakis et al. [121] proposed INTELiCON to allow
devices to exploit wireless access diversity. At the sending
side, a Packet Processing module manipulates the content of
packets, e.g., modifying IP headers and Piggy-Backing for
Control Signaling (PBCS) (e.g., timestamp and customized
sequence numbers). At the receiving side, the piggy-backed
information can be utilized to smooth out the arrival sequence
of incoming packets. The extra information is stripped out at
the Packet Processing module before the packets are forwarded
to the upper layer. Moreover, INTELiCON uses a DATA/ACK
separation (SEP) scheme to reduce contention on shared
media. For example, it transmits the DATA and ACK packets
on different paths.
Evensen et al. [51] proposed a Multilink Proxy (MLP) that
makes use of a NAT proxy to rewrite the default destination
IP address and port to the address of the other additional
interfaces. The client does the inverse address translation of
the packets arriving at non-default interfaces and forwards
the packets internally. In order to mitigate packet reordering,
Evensen et al. uses a WRR based scheduler in the NAT to
distribute packets according to estimated throughput ratio of
available paths.
Habak et al. [66] proposed OSCAR architecture that works
in a distributed environment. An OSCAR-enabled node can
share and use the bandwidth available from its OSCARenabled neighbors to connect to both legacy and OSCARenabled servers. OSCAR has a NAT module at both sides of
a connection. At the sender, the NAT module replaces the
source and destination IP addresses with the used IPs for
transmission. Upon receiving a packet, the NAT module at the

receiver reverses the source and destination IPs by replacing
them with the negotiated ones before delivering the packet to
TCP. When a connection goes through a shared neighbor to a
legacy server, the neighbor also needs to have a NAT module
that conducts the address translation operation. OSCAR uses a
Packet Reordering Module (PRM) to handle packet reordering
issues. Specifically, it delays the packets and their ACKs on
both sides respectively before forwarding them to the upper
layer. OSCAR has two scheduling modes: POSM and FOSM.
FOSM is used if the server is a legacy server, where PFA is
used. POSM is used if the server is OSCAR-enabled such that
a WRR style scheduler is used.
Some of the IP-in-IP encapsulation and NAT based approaches, e.g., [26, 27, 51, 103, 104, 108, 166], assume the
presence of a proxy infrastructure in the network. Nevertheless, such approaches work only for plain-text TCP communication and fail in the presence of IPsec encryption or
authentication mechanisms. When TCP packets are protected
with IPsec, the proxy is not able to observe or modify the
packet headers. Next we discuss certain bandwidth aggregation
approaches that use IPSec encapsulation for tunneling.
3) Identity/locator Split:
Host Identity Protocol
(HIP) [130]3 and Site Multihoming by IPv6 Intermediation
(shim6) [136] have been proposed and implemented to
provide multihoming support for failover with the possibility
of flow-based load balancing. shim6 is architecturally related
to HIP in that they both introduce an additional addressing
layer to allow changing IP addresses on network interfaces,
while keeping constant transport-layer identifiers. These two
protocols enable IP packet flows to dynamically change paths
in the presence of link failure. Thus, they naturally shield
the presence of multiple paths from transport and application
layers, presenting only the global identity of the peer host.
Nevertheless, HIP and shim6 do not support simultaneous
multipath transmission without additional extensions.
SIMA [150] is an extension of HIP to use multihoming for
assigning separate TCP connections independently to different
paths. Like FatVAP [94], TRILL [50], SPB [56], MAR [166]
and OSCAR [66], SIMA also uses PFA multipath forwarding
3 HIP may not be considered as a strict IP layer approach; however, its
functions related to multipath transmission are best suited to this layer.
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strategy where flow bonding rules are created to define the
usage of the local interfaces. SIMA does not define any
additional sending or receiving policies to mitigate reordering
issue, instead it uses the IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload
(ESP) packet processing unit built in HIP to handle each data
packet, as specified in [92]. Gurtov et al. [64] designed and
implemented Multipath HIP (mHIP), a multipath scheduler
based on HIP, to distribute traffic over multiple available paths.
Utilizing a EDPF scheduling algorithm, they striped packets
within a TCP connection to multiple paths to mitigate packet
reordering. Nevertheless, they found that EDPF algorithm is
only effective against packet reordering with stable paths in
terms of bandwidth and delay. In order to react to dynamic
path characteristics, a Marking Technique is used as a part of
the multipath congestion avoidance scheme, so that changes of
path characteristics can be detected in one Round-Trip Time
(RTT).
Polishchuk and Gurtov [151] proposed a TCP-friendly
congestion control algorithm for mHIP to prevent stealing
bandwidth from legacy TCP flows at the shared bottleneck.
Specifically, they proposed a two-level congestion control
scheme (removing the Marking Technique): per-path congestion control, and global congestion control on top of it. The
global congestion controller coordinates the individual perpath controllers and balances traffic load among the paths
based on their available capacity. The per-path controllers are
connected so that the aggregated congestion window is the
sum of per-flow congestion windows. The goal of this twofold
congestion control scheme is to automatically redirect traffic
from congested paths to the ones that have available capacity.
The concept of joint congestion control algorithm adopted in
[151] is also used by certain transport layer approaches (which
will be discussed in the next section). Thus, the concern is that
the reordering and congestion avoidance algorithms used on
the IP layer (or between IP and TCP, like HIP) may need
to repeatedly design additional mechanisms that are already
existing on the transport layer.
When ESP is used with HIP, a 64-bit sequence number
must be used. Therefore, HIP based bandwidth aggregation
approaches such as SIMA [150] and mHIP [64, 151] all have
a double sequence space design. However, instead of being
used for packet reordering, the additional sequence number in
HIP is used for the purpose of anti-replay.
Unlike HIP and shim6 which focus on host-level identity
and locator separation, Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol
(LISP) [55] is an identity and locator separation protocol
working on the network-level to improve the scalability of
the routing system. LISP creates two numbering spaces and
uses two IP addresses: Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs) (assigned to
end-hosts) and Routing Locators (RLOCs) (typically assigned
to border routers). To achieve the separation of identification
and localization, LISP follows a map-and-encapsulate scheme.
Specifically, upon reception of a packet from the local network
to an outer EID, the border router is responsible for looking
up and retrieving the mapping (from a mapping system)
between EID and RLOC and this process is invisible to the
endpoints. Then the router encapsulates the packet with a
LISP header and an outer IP header with the destination
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RLOC as the destination IP address. When the packet reaches
the border router assigned with the destination RLOC, the
router decapsulates the outer headers and forwards the inner
packet to the destination EID. LISP has two metrics to support
multipath transmission: RLOC priority and RLOC weight. If
equal priority is sent on the RLOCs, the RLOC weight could
be used for the load-balancing ratio. Under such a setting,
an IP-level aggregate flow (e.g., the same destination prefix)
would use different paths.
Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol - Hybrid Access
(LISP-HA) [126] is a mechanism to provide simultaneous
hybrid access (e.g., DSL-line and LTE ) based on LISP
technology in both upstream and downstream direction. LISP
by itself has basic capabilities to support hybrid access with
static load balancing. However, static load balancing may lead
to statistical variations [127] so that some paths are already
overloaded while others are underutilized. Instead, LISP-HA
can perform dynamic per-flow load-balancing, which increases
the efficiency of hybrid access. The basic idea is to obtain
feedback about path-specific packet loss and delay, and leverage this information for improved load balancing. In addition,
LISP-HA also supports dynamic per-packet load-balancing.
Currently, the challenge is the packet reordering problem in
the case that paths have different delay.
As summarized in Table VI, packet reordering is one of the
main challenges for all IP layer approaches. These approaches
use various scheduling algorithms to minimize the reordering
effect. In Table VII, we have several observations. First, most
of the approaches were proposed either for mobile networks or
wireless networks. Second, there are two primary scheduling
schemes: EDPF and WRR. Third, some buffer management
strategies are used to compensate for the inefficiency of the
scheduling algorithm in the scenario of dynamically changing
networks.
C. Transport Layer Multipath Transmission
Compared with IP layer based approaches, transport layer
approaches have certain inherent benefits because congestion
control can be used as a mechanism for resource allocation
in a network. At this layer, end-systems can easily obtain
information about each path: capability, latency, loss rate and
congestion state. This information can then be used to react
to congestion in the network by moving traffic away from
the congested paths. Current connection-oriented transport
protocols, e.g., TCP, Stream Control Transmission Protocol
(SCTP) [187], and Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
(DCCP), transmit data only over a single path between a
source and a destination at any given time. Numerous attempts
have been made to tune these existing transport protocols for
multipath capability. Currently, Concurrent Multipath Transfer
(CMT) for TCP and SCTP are in the process of IETF
standardization.
Like bandwidth aggregation on network layer, concurrent
multipath transmission at the transport layer introduces an
increase in the occurrence of packet reordering due to different
path characteristics, including run-time throughput, RTT, loss,
and error. Specifically, if a connection is striped over multiple
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network paths, the overall throughput may potentially be
even worse than the throughput available on any one of the
paths [57, 140]. There are two main causes of it. The first
comes from the impact of heterogeneous RTT. For example,
TCP expects a first-in-first-out delivery of packets through
the network. Packet reordering at the receiver results in the
reception of duplicate ACKs at the sender. The sender will fast
retransmit the “missing” packet that may still be on its way
over a high RTT path. Due to the misunderstanding of packet
reordering, the overall throughput may degrade significantly.
The second cause is the receive buffer blocking due to path
heterogeneity or path failing. We provide more detail about the
receive buffer blocking problem in later discussion on CMTSCTP.
In this section, we classify the state-of-the-art according
to their base protocols, in the order of SCTP and TCP. In
each discussion of SCTP and TCP based approaches, we
further divide them into two categories: with and without
considering fairness. In Table VIII, we make a comparison
of the general problems addressed by approaches in each
category. In addition to the fairness issue, we also analyze the
buffer impact, Pareto-efficiency, and path diversity of the TCP
based approach MPTCP. In the end, we give a comparison
between two representative approaches based on SCTP and
TCP (i.e., CMT-SCTP and MPTCP).
Table IX and Table X are used to summarize the key algorithms and approaches of SCTP based multipath transmission
respectively. Likewise, Table XI and Table XII are used to
summarize the key algorithms and approaches of TCP based
multipath transmission respectively.
1) SCTP based on Multipath Transmission: A standard
SCTP is a general-purpose, connection-oriented unicast transport protocol. An SCTP connection denotes an association.
The user data is segmented into units of so called DATA
chunks4 , which are identified by unique Transmission Sequence Numbers (TSNs)5 . The Selective Acknowledgment
(SACK) [124] mechanism is used as default to acknowledge
received data chunks and report gaps (i.e., missing data
chunks indicated by their TSNs) to the sender. In this section,
we divide the approaches into two groups differentiated by
whether they have considered fairness.
Multipath Transmission without Considering Fairness:
Unlike TCP, SCTP was designed with multihoming in
mind that an SCTP association allows multi-homed source
and destination endpoints. Nevertheless, SCTP uses only one
primary path and switches to another path for retransmission
of lost packets, or as a backup in the case of failure from the
primary path. Note that SCTP uses a single buffer structure
on both endpoints, but maintains several states per destination: separate congestion window (cwnd), slow start threshold
(ssthresh), retransmission timer, and RTT estimate. Several
SCTP extensions, such as BA-SCTP [13], W-SCTP [24],
CMT-SCTP [11, 88, 89, 90, 119], LS-SCTP [5, 6], WiMPSCTP [84], cmpSCTP [117], mSCTP-CMT [21] and FPS4 Corresponding
5 TSN

TCP.

to segments in TCP.
serves the same function in SCTP as the sequence number does in
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SCTP[128], enable SCTP to transmit data over multiple paths
simultaneously.
Argyriou et al. [13] proposed BA-SCTP, a bandwidth aggregation protocol based on SCTP. BA-SCTP implements
a mechanism for identifying bottlenecks that are shared by
flows from the same aggregate connection. Based on this
mechanism, BA-SCTP performs a unified congestion control
algorithm for the flows that share the same bottleneck (we
name this algorithm UCCSB) instead of applying congestion
control for each flow separately. This design guarantees that
BA-SCTP flows are fair with the other TCP flows sharing the
same bottleneck. BA-SCTP employs a WRR style scheduling
strategy, a congestion window based data allocation strategy
where each subflow pulls data from the shared sending buffer
whenever the subflow has congestion window space to send
data. This strategy assumes the congestion window to be a true
representative of the bandwidth-delay product of the subflow
compared to an estimated product. In the rest of the paper,
we use WRR-PULL to denote congestion window based data
allocation strategy.
Casetti et al. [24] proposed W-SCTP, a Westwood [123]
flavored SCTP to exploit bandwidth aggregation. The authors
believed that Westwood style congestion control could fully
exploit the advantages of bandwidth estimation which could
be utilized for traffic allocation among multiple flows. WSCTP uses a EDPF style scheduler that chooses the path for
next packet by predicting whether it can deliver the packet the
fastest to the destination.
Iyengar et al. [88, 90] proposed integrating CMT capability
into SCTP, namely CMT-SCTP. CMT-SCTP utilizes the multihoming feature from SCTP to correctly transfer data between
multi-homed end hosts. They identified three negative sideeffects of CMT, and proposed algorithms to solve them accordingly. First, they proposed a Split Fast Retransmit Changeover
Aware Congestion Control (SFR-CACC) algorithm to eliminate the unnecessary fast retransmissions by using a different
interpretation of SACK information. Second, they used a
congestion window (cwnd) growth algorithm to track the
earliest outstanding TSN per destination and update the cwnd,
even in the absence of new cum ACKs. Third, they proposed a
new Delayed ACK algorithm for CMT-SCTP, namely Delayed
ACK for CMT (DAC). The algorithm allows the receiver to
delay sending ACK of an out-of-order segment. In [89, 90],
they proposed five retransmission policies for CMT. They
demonstrated the occurrence of spurious retransmissions with
all of those policies, and proposed amendment algorithms to
avoid them.
There has been a considerable amount of work on the
core CMT-SCTP [90] to overcome its defect and improve
performance. In [119], Liu et al. found that all of the five
retransmission policies may cause throughput degradation due
to receive buffer blocking. This blocking problem is also
named Head-of-Line Blocking (HLB). Figure 6 illustrates a
simplified example of it. As shown in the figure, a CMT-SCTP
receiver maintains a single receive buffer which is shared
across two sub-association flows in an association. The C1
(chunk 1) is transmitted through the path 2 and is lost due to
traffic congestion or path failure. During the time period of
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Table VIII
C OMPARISON OF PROBLEMS ADDRESSED BY SCTP AND TCP BASED MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION APPROACHES .
SCTP based approaches
No fairness

Fairness

TCP based approaches
•
•

•

Maximize throughput
Spurious retransmission
Head-of-line Blocking (HLB)

•
•

SCTP-friendly at the same bottleneck
Resource pooling (RP)

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Next

Next
Path 1

5 4 3 2 1
Sending

Path 2

5 4 3 2 1
1

Receiving

Figure 6. HLB: the receive buffer cannot accommodate other chunks any
more before the arrival of the head-of-line chunk (chunk 1). HLB: Head-ofLine Blocking.

C1 ’s retransmission, the receive buffer cannot accommodate
any other packets due to flow control so that the overall
throughput degrades. To solve the problem, Liu et al. proposed
a compound parameter retransmission policy named RTXLCS. It limits the retransmission path selection by considering
three common conditions: cwnd, ssthresh, and loss rate. Dreibholz and Adhari et al. [8, 48, 49] examined the challenges of
CMT-SCTP over dissimilar paths. They identified the issues
of sender and receiver queue blocking, which may lead to
poor overall performance. In order to improve performance,
Dreibholz [48] proposed multiple mechanisms accordingly,
including Buffer Splitting, Chunk Rescheduling, and Smart
Fast Retransmission. Buffer Splitting is used to avoid one
path occupying too much buffer space, which prevents other
paths from sending out new chunks. Chunk Rescheduling
copes with the problem of certain delayed or lost chunks
stalling the whole transmission. Smart Fast Retransmission
deals with spurious fast retransmission bursts. For example,
it does not consider chunks being moved from another path
in the decision about fast retransmissions on the new path.
In [8], they presented an optimized buffer handling technique
to further improve performance. Specifically, they proposed
to use the shared buffer space dynamically so that a faster
path can have the possibility to send more data by granting
it more buffer space. In this paper, we use Buffer Splittingv2
to denote this updated version of Buffer Splitting mechanism.
Moreover, in [49], they proposed using the Multi-streaming
feature of SCTP to mitigate the HLB problem. Specifically,
each message is assigned an identifier to indicate a stream.

Maximize throughput
Spurious retransmission
Head-of-line Blocking (HLB)
Avoid establishing multiple subflows at the same bottleneck
Maximize throughput at different bottlenecks
TCP-friendly at a shared bottleneck
Resource pooling (RP)
Incast collapse
Quality-of-service for multimedia applications
Trade-off between responsiveness and friendliness

With this identifier, the protocol only needs to restore the
sequence of messages belonging together. Hence, after a
packet loss, only the messages of the affected streams have
to be delayed to restore the sequence. The other messages can
be processed immediately without delay.
The authors in LS-SCTP [5, 6] and cmpSCTP [117] proposed separating the association flow control from per path
congestion control (denoted as FCCS). The congestion control
is performed per path, whereas the flow control is performed
per association. In order to achieve this goal, LS-SCTP uses
two different sequence numbers. The first one is the Association Sequence Number (ASN) that is used to reorder the
received data at the receiver association buffer. The second one
is the Path Sequence Number (PSN) that is used for reliability
and congestion control on each path. The scheduling module
of LS-SCTP uses the current congestion window (cwnd)
of each path as an estimate of its current bandwidth-delay
product. For example, it assigns data to the paths according
to the cwnd/RTT of each path. cmpSCTP distributes data over
available paths based on real-time bandwidth estimation of
each path. Similar to LS-SCTP, cmpSCTP also distributes the
data on the available paths based on the estimation of the
available bandwidth of each path. Thus, they all use a WRR
style data scheduler.
Sarkar [172] proposed Concurrent Multipath TCP
(cmpTCP), an extension of SCTP. cmpTCP splits packets
concurrently over all available paths from a shared sending
buffer. cmpTCP maintains a virtual retransmission queue
(RTxQ) on each path to control the number of outstanding
bytes on the path. The receiver sends back ACKs on the
same path on which the packets are received. These two
designs may help to ignore spurious gap reports and eliminate
unnecessary packet retransmissions. Sarkar also developed
a Markov model in cmpTCP to estimate the data transport
rate on each path when the transmission has reached a steady
state. cmpTCP uses a WRR style scheduler by considering
the number of outstanding bytes and congestion window size.
Huang et al. [84] proposed Wireless Multi-Path SCTP
(WiMP-SCTP), which devised two data transmission modes,
i.e., Data-striping Mode and Data-duplicating Mode, for multipath transmission in multiple wireless access networks. When
the network status is good, the Data-striping Mode is selected
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Table IX
K EY ALGORITHMS FOR SCTP BASED CONCURRENT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION (sorted according to their order mentioned in Table X).
Algorithm
WRR-PULL

Problems to address
Scheduling

UCCSB (Unified Congestion Control for flows
sharing the Same Bottleneck)

Fairness

SFR-CACC (Split Fast Retransmit Changeover
Aware Congestion Control)

Spurious retransmission

Cwnd Updates

Cwnd slow growth

DAC (Delayed ACK for CMT)

Spurious retransmission

RTX-LCS (Lossrate, Congestion window and
Slow start threshold)

Spurious retransmission

FCCS (Flow and Congestion Control Separation)

Load sharing

CMT-PF (CMT Potentially Failed scheme)

Packet reordering

Buffer Splitting

Packet reordering

Chunk Rescheduling

Packet reordering

Smart Fast Retransmission

Spurious retransmission

Multi-streaming

Packet reordering

CMT/RP (CMT/Resource Pooling)

RP

FPS (Forward Prediction Scheduling)

Packet reordering

Buffer Splittingv2

Packet reordering

CMT/RPv2 (CMT/Resource Pooling Version 2)

RP

BERP (Bandwidth Estimation Based Resource
Pooling)

RP

Description
It is a congestion window based data allocation without estimation
of each path’s available bandwidth. Data packets are stored in a
shared sending buffer and are pulled by sub-flows when the subflows have congestion windows space to transmit data.
It first identifies the bottlenecks that are shared by flows from the
same connection, and then performs an unified congestion control
for those flows so that they compete bandwidth of the bottleneck
fairly with other TCP flows.
It introduces a virtual queue per destination within the sender’s
retransmission queue. The sender uses SACK along with history
information in the retransmission queue to deduce missing reports
for a segment by inferring cumulative ACK and gap reports per
destination.
It first tracks the earliest outstanding TSN per destination and then
uses SACKs and history information to deduce missing reports
for a segment by inferring cumulative ACK and gap reports per
destination. Therefore, the algorithm can update the cwnd even
in the absence of new cumulative ACKs.
It delays sending an ACK if an out-of-order segment arrives at
the receiver.
It prioritizes the retransmission through the subflow with the
largest cwnd. If subflows have the same cwnd, the retransmission
is made through the subflow having the largest ssthresh. If subflows have the same ssthresh, the retransmission is sent through
the subflow with the lowest loss rate. Otherwise, a subflow is
selected randomly.
It separates the association (or connection) flow control from
congestion control. The flow control is on association basis. Both
endpoints use their association buffer to hold the data chunks from
all paths. Congestion control is performed on per path basis. Thus,
the sender has a separate congestion control for each path.
It marks a path that experiences a single timeout as a “potentially
failed” path so that no further data transmission is allowed on that
path. To detect its status, the sender sends heartbeat packets to
the receiver. If the sender successfully gets the heartbeat ACKs,
it will reactive the path for data transmission again.
It splits the shared sender buffer of size into n (i.e. number of
paths) fixed per-path sections. A new chunk on a path could only
be sent if its own buffer share has available space.
For each retransmission, it searches the first chunk which blocks
the removal of chunks on the path from the sender buffer.
That chunk is rescheduled on the path immediately when the
congestion window has available space. Chunk Rescheduling is
triggered when the path blocks more than half of the path’s buffer
share.
It does not consider chunks that are moved from a path in the
decision about fast retransmissions on a new path.
It assigns each message with an identifier to indicate a stream.
Each stream is sent over a certain path. It only needs to restore
the sequence of streams belonging together. Hence, after a packet
loss only messages of the affected streams have to be delayed to
restore the sequence.
It takes the interaction of the congestion controls on different
subflows into account instead of handling them independently.
One of its key operations, for example, is that it incorporates the
possibility of shared bottlenecks by trying to halve the overall
congestion window on the lossy path. CMT/RP assumes that
paths have similar characteristics.
It takes account of the transmission delay of each path and
schedules the specific data unit accordingly on each path so that
the data could arrive at the receiver in order.
It splits the shared sender buffer space dynamically. For instance,
it grants more buffer space to faster paths so that they could have
opportunity to send more data.
It is an updated version of CMT/RP-SCTP to overcome its
limitations by considering different path characteristics.
It applies the RP principle based upon the bandwidth estimates
obtained by observing the data flow on the paths.
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Table X
C ONCURRENT M ULTIPATH T RANSFER P ROTOCOLS BASED ON SCTP.
Scheme

Year

Algorithm and Protocol

Paths

Receive Buffer
Constrained
Not specified
Infinite

RP
&
Fairness
Fairness
No
No

Sequence
Space
Single
Single
Single

Network Environment
General
General
General

BA-SCTP [13]
W-SCTP [24]
CMT-SCTP [88]

2003
2004
2004

General
Disjoint
Independent

CMT-SCTP [89]
LS-SCTP [5, 6]
CMT-SCTP [90]

2004
2004
2006

cmpTCP [172]
WiMP-SCTP [84]
CMT-SCTP [119]
cmpSCTP [117]
mSCTP-CMT [21]
CMT-SCTP [48]

2006
2007
2008
2008
2009
2010

CMT-SCTP [49]
CMT-SCTP [47]
FPS-SCTP [128]
CMT-SCTP [8]
CMT-SCTP [46]
CMT-SCTP [175]

2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011

WRR-PULL, UCCSB, SACK
EDPF, SACK, Westwood
SFR-CACC, Cwnd Updates, DAC,
SACK
Retransmission policies, SACK
FCCS, WRR, SACK
SFR-CACC, Cwnd Updates, DAC,
Retransmission policies, SACK
WRR, SACK
WRR, SACK
RTX-LCS, SACK
FCCS, SACK, WRR
SACK, CMT-PF
Buffer Splitting, Chunk Rescheduling, Smart Fast Retransmission,
SACK
Multi-streaming, SACK
CMT/RP, SACK
FPS, SACK
Buffer Splittingv2, SACK
CMT/RPv2, SACK
BERP, SACK

Independent
General
Independent

Infinite
Constrained
Constrained

No
No
No

Single
Double
Single

General
General

Independent
Independent
General
General
Disjoint
General

Infinite
Not specified
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained

No
No
No
No
No
No

Single
Single
Single
Double
Single
Single

General
Wireless
General
General
Wireless
General

General
Similar paths
Disjoint
General
General
General

Constrained
Not specified
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Not specified

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

General
General
Mobile
General
General
Wireless

to aggregate bandwidth. On the other hand, when the network
status becomes bad, the Data-duplicating Mode is selected
to increase destination reachability. To switch between the
two modes, a mode selection scheme that determines the
status of these multiple paths was proposed. Specifically, it
designed a HEARTBEAT scheme where heartbeat chunks are
sent periodically on the paths. The transmission error counter
increases when a heartbeat is not acknowledged within one
retransmission timeout interval. If the number of transmission
error counter plus the number of consecutive retransmissions
exceeds a certain threshold, the Data-duplicating Mode is
switched on. Otherwise, the Data-striping mode is used. Nevertheless, Huang et al. did not present a complete explanation
of the scheduling algorithm used by WiMP-SCTP. They only
mentioned that the sender transmits data as soon as the
corresponding receive window at the receiver side allows data
to be sent. We speculate that this is a variant of the WRR style
scheduling algorithm.
Budzisz et al. [21] proposed an mSCTP-CMT protocol to
investigate the applicability of using CMT-SCTP to distribute
data between two paths during the handover transition process.
They emphasized the consequence of a sender-introduced
reordering and its effect on congestion control. The authors
found that in CMT-SCTP the receive buffer may be filled with
out-of-order data caused by complete or short-term failures
during handover. Although handover is out of the scope of this
paper, the handover scenario is very similar to the worst case in
CMT where a path experiences a long delay suddenly. To solve
this problem, they proposed using Potentially Failed (CMT-PF)
scheme that a path experiencing a single timeout is marked as
“potentially failed” and no further data transmission is allowed
on that path. They utilized a heartbeat scheme to probe whether
the potentially-failed path has got back to a positive state in
the case of successful heartbeat acknowledgement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. RP (a) a single path shares its resource fairly to competing flows (b)
multiple paths are treated as a single pooled resource. RP: Resource Pooling.

Mirani et al. [128] proposed a multipath Forward Prediction
Scheduling (FPS) for SCTP, namely FPS-SCTP. In order to
reduce the number of out-of-order packets, it estimates the
arrival time of each packet in advance and decides which
packet is to be sent through a certain path so that the packets
can arrive at the destination in order. They used roughly a half
of the RTT on a subflow to estimate the one trip time from
data leaving the send buffer to being received at the receiver.
This prediction is an approximation considered as too coarse
because previous studies have shown that a majority of Internet
connections experience latency asymmetry [141, 197].
Multipath Transmission Considering Fairness:
The work discussed previously on CMT-SCTP performs
independent congestion control on each path, and considers
little about the fairness against other single-path flows. For
example, in the case of n CMT-SCTP paths, the association
will get n times the bandwidth share of a competing non-CMT
SCTP or TCP flow over the same bottleneck.
The concept of RP [200] is a milestone for multipath transmission aggressiveness control. In the context of multipath
transmission, it makes a collection of resources behave like
a single resource by balancing traffic across multiple paths.
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As shown in Figure 7, when several TCP flows compete
for a single path, TCP can share the path’s capacity fairly
among them. When the flows go through more than one
path, the paths are treated as a single pooled resource. With
appropriate coordination, traffic can move away from more
congested paths to less congested ones, and larger bursts can
be accommodated.
Dreibholz et al. [47] proposed a RP congestion control
for CMT-SCTP denoted as CMT/RP-SCTP by combining
CMT-SCTP with the concept of RP. The goal of CMT/RPSCTP is to improve the data throughput while still remaining
fair to concurrent single-path flows on the shared bottleneck.
For example, when two paths are used concurrently for data
transmission and they share a bottleneck link, the overall
throughput obtained by a CMT/RP-SCTP association should
be similar as that of a standard SCTP. However, CMT/RPSCTP assumes similar paths, i.e., paths having very similar
characteristics in terms of bandwidth, delay and loss rate.
Dreibholz et al. [46] proposed an updated version of CMT/RPSCTP (denoted as CMT/RPv2-SCTP) to overcome the limitations of CMT/RP-SCTP by considering path bandwidths.
They studied the behavior of CMT/RPv2-SCTP on dissimilar
paths and found that CMT/RPv2-SCTP achieves the goals of
RP. Furthermore, they observed that compared with MPTCP
(which will be discussed later), CMT/RPv2-SCTP distributes
bandwidth to flows equally when possible regardless of the
number of paths used for transport.
Note that both CMT/RP-SCTP and CMT/RPv2-SCTP apply RP principle only during the congestion control phase.
Shailendra et al. [175] argued that this strategy is not optimum
on heterogeneous networks with wireless links because losses
in wireless links may happen because of reasons other than
congestion. Hence they considered the resources to be as a
single pool of resources during the congestion detection phase
as well. To achieve this goal, they proposed a Bandwidth
Estimation Based Resource Pooling (BERP) algorithm which
applies the RP principle based upon the bandwidth estimates
obtained by observing the data flow on the paths.
2) TCP based Multipath Transmission: In contrast to
SCTP, which was designed with multihoming support in
nature, TCP is unaware of multiple interfaces and allows
only a single IP address per endpoint. Nevertheless, TCP
has dominated the Internet traffic and has sparked a lot of
interests in enabling TCP to support simultaneous multipath
transmission. In this section, we divide the approaches in four
groups. The grouping principle is influenced by the research
issues the approaches aim to address, such as fairness, buffer
impact on performance, Pareto-optimality and path diversity.
Although some approaches may cover more than one research
issue, we only discuss them in the group which we believe
the approaches are best fit into. In our study, we found that
SCTP and MPTCP share many similar issues and certain
algorithms. At the end of this section, we summarize their
common features as well as their differences.
Multipath Transmission without Considering Fairness:
Magalhaes et al. [120] proposed Reliable Multiplexing
Transport Protocol (R-MTP), which is a rate-based reliable
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transport protocol multiplexing data across multiple network
interfaces (i.e., a WRR style scheduler). It relies on explicit
bandwidth probing via the packet pair method [98] to estimate
bandwidth in order to adjust the rate on the available paths accordingly. For example, it measures packet inter-arrival times
and jitter to sense bandwidth scarcity. The probing period
should occur on a fine time-scale to reflect the fluctuation of
the available bandwidth.
Lee et al. supported two transmission modes in their
work [110]: FOSM and POSM. In POSM, they investigated
multiple schemes to address the spurious retransmissions by
modifying two TCP operations: 1) Increasing the Fast Retransmit Threshold (IFRT) and 2) enabling Delayed ACKs for
out-of-order packets as well as sending immediately ACKs
for retransmitted packets. The second modified operation is
like an advanced version of DAC used in [88, 90]. Thus, we
name it DACv2 in this paper. IFRT makes the TCP sender
wait for more than triple duplicate ACKs, which reduces the
number of the fast retransmission and the fast recovery events.
DACv2 enhances performance because when ACKs are being
delayed, new packets may fill the gap and change the out of
order packets in order.
Parallel TCP (pTCP) [81, 82, 83] functions as a wrapper
around a modified version of TCP. It opens multiple TCP
flows, one for each interface in use. pTCP performs datastriping across multiple micro-flows (TCP flows) by considering their bandwidth difference. Specifically, pTCP uses
cwnd/RTT ratio, a WRR-PULL scheduler, to allocate traffic
proportionally to path capacity. In addition, pTCP has several
other strategies addressing specific problems. For example, the
congestion window could be an over-estimate especially just
before congestion occurs. This can result in an undesirable
hold up of data in subflows. Instead of reassigning data to other
subflows later on, pTCP uses a Delayed Binding strategy to
adapt to instantaneous changes in path capacity. Specifically,
it pulls data from the shared sending buffer only when the
data is scheduled to send out immediately through a subflow.
In order to avoid an overflow of the receive buffer, pTCP uses
a Packet Re-striping strategy to retransmit a packet through a
different subflow instead of the subflow which transmitted that
packet earlier, and uses a Redundant Striping strategy to send a
duplicated packet on one subflow to another. Moreover, pTCP
uses SACK feedback mechanism to recover a lost packet in a
much shorter time period.
Reception Control Protocol (RCP) [80, 105] is a receivercentric transport protocol with a minimized sender design. The
receiver controls all the key functions in RCP. To support
CMT, a multi-state extension of RCP, i.e., Radial RCP (R2 CP),
was proposed. R2 CP maintains one RCP pipe (the same as a
TCP flow) per end-to-end path with congestion control being
handled by individual RCP pipes. Traffic is scheduled to each
RCP pipe based on the (estimated) time the requested segment
will arrive through the concerned pipe (a variant of EDPF).
Note that each RCP pipe maintains a local sequence number
space internally to facilitate loss detection and recovery. The
local sequence number can be converted to the global sequence
number, and vice versa.
Chen et al. [28] proposed M-TCP that uses a Duplicate
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Table XI
K EY ALGORITHMS FOR TCP BASED C ONCURRENT M ULTIPATH T RANSMISSION (sorted according to their order mentioned in Table XII).
Algorithm
IFRT (Increase Fast Retransmission Threshold)
DACv2 (DAC version 2)

Problems to address
Spurious retransmission

Delayed Binding

Path Capacity Fluctuation

Packet Re-striping

Reordering

Redundant Striping

Reordering

OMS (Opportunistic Multipath
Scheduler)
Shared Congestion Detection

Scheduling

Duplicate Transmission

High packet loss

Duplicated ACK

Data acknowledgement

Duplicated & Delayed ACK

Data acknowledgement

RCC (Rate-based Congestion
Control)

Congestion avoidance

Duplicated ACK classifier

Spurious retransmission

Selective Offloading

Wireless signal contention

WCC (Weighted Congestion
Control)

Fairness, RP

LIA (Linked-Increases Algorithm)

Fairness, RP

DWC (Dynamic Window Coupling)
OLIA (Opportunistic LinkedIncreases Algorithm)
Opportunistic retransmission

Fairness, performance

Penalizing slow subflows

Packet reordering

Partial Reliability

Multimedia QoS

Balia (Balanced Linked Adaptation)

Balance among friendliness,
responsiveness, and window
oscillation
Packet reordering

New Delayed ACK

Spurious retransmission

Fairness

Pareto-optimality
Packet reordering

Penalizing slow subflows (Improved)
CWA (Congestion Window
Adaptation)

Packet reordering

AOLIA (Adapted OLIA)

Fairness

EDWC (Extension of DWC)

Fairness, performance

PSPLH (Push-Pull-Hybrid)

Packet reordering

NR-SACKs
(Non-Renegable
SACKs)
DRePaS (Dynamic Relative
Path Scoring)

Send buffer blocking

Path delay difference

Packet reordering

Description
It makes TCP senders wait for more than triple duplicate ACKs so as to reduce the
number of the fast retransmission and the fast recovery events.
It is an updated version of DAC. In addition to delaying sending ACKs for out-of-order
segments, it allows the receiver to send immediately ACKs for retransmissions.
When a packet is transmitted by a subflow, it binds a virtual packet to the real packet
in the shared sending buffer. This binding is performed only just before that packet
is transmitted.
In the case of path capacity fluctuations, it re-sends a packet that was earlier
transmitted through a path through another one that has space in its congestion window.
Every time a timeout is experienced, it redundantly re-sends the packet inside the
congestion window through another path that has space in its congestion window.
It opportunistically favors low-delay high-throughput paths while simultaneously
ensuring that the traffic splitting ratios defined by the routing policy are satisfied.
It dynamically detects and suppresses paths with shared congestion. For example,
the sender detects shared congestion by examining the correlations between the fast
retransmit times of the subflows.
It duplicates each packet and transmits a copy over each of the multiple paths provided
by routing.
It sends an ACK at the receiver immediately through more than one path upon the
receipt of a data segment.
It sends an ACK at the receiver for every other data segment through more than one
path.
It estimates the queue length at the bottleneck link. If the queue length grows beyond
a predefined threshold, the sender will recalculate a new congestion window to avoid
packet loss due to traffic congestion.
It handles packet reordering by differentiating whether a duplicated ACK is likely a
real duplicated ACK, or is caused by CMT and should be ignored.
It diverts ACKs to the 3G channel to prevent them from contending with the data
transmission in the WiFi channel, even if the 3G interface may have a much smaller
amount of bandwidth.
It makes a bundle of subflows in a multipath connection fairly compete with normal
TCP flows at the shared bottleneck, and also fairly allocates bandwidth among different
connections across the distinct bottlenecks.
It is a joint congestion control algorithm by allowing a bundle of subflows in a
multipath connection fairly compete with normal TCP flows at the same bottleneck.
Following the RP principles, LIA is able to move traffic from more congested paths
to less congested ones.
It dynamically detects distinct bottlenecks. DWC only couples the subflows sharing a
common bottleneck, while using separate congestion control for other subflows.
It ensures both MPTCP and competing TCP users could obtain enhanced performance,
which satisfying the design goals of MPTCP.
If a subflow holds up the trailing edge of the receive window, it re-sends the packet
which is previously sent on another subflow.
If a subflow holds up the advancement of the receive window, it halve its congestion
window and sets the slow-start threshold to the reduced window size. To avoid
repeatedly penalizing the same flow, only one reduction is applied per RTT.
It is defined as the possibility for the communication system to not recover “acceptable” losses in order to improve QoS such as delay or bandwidth.
It explicitly balances the trade-off among friendliness, responsiveness, and window
oscillation.
It is a new Delayed ACK mechanism designed for MPTCP. It removes the Minimum
RTO constraint at the sender while reserving the Delayed ACK function at the receiver.
It’s an updated version of the Penalizing slow subflows mechanism. If a subflow is
in its slow-start phase, it should not adjust the slow-start threshold.
If a large delay ratio (the ratio of the maximum path delay over the minimum path
delay) is detected, it decreases the congestion window of the path with the maximum
delay even if there is no packet loss indicated by duplicate ACKs.
It is an adaptation of the original OLIA. AOLIA ensures controlled aggressiveness of
the MPTCP subflows to improve the overall performance.
It utilizes a delay congestion event to trigger an alert and either delay or loss congestion
event is used to add subflows to the coupling set.
It is a hybrid scheduler used to efficiently operate packet scheduling by combining both
push and pull style strategies. For example, the hybrid scheduler presented in [182]
allocates data segments to active flows (Pull) with dynamic size (Push).
Once a data packet has been sacked, it does not remove it from the receive buffer.
Thus, the sender can free the sacked data in order to alleviate the send buffer blocking.
It dynamically scores the paths relative to the best path. If a path’s score is lower
than the predefined threshold, it suspends scheduling data over that path until its
performance improves measured by probing traffic.
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Table XII
C ONCURRENT M ULTIPATH T RANSFER P ROTOCOLS BASED ON TCP.
Scheme

Year

Algorithm and Protocol

Paths
Disjoint
General
Independent

Receive
Buffer
Not specified
Not specified
Constrained

RP
&
Fairness
No
No
No

Sequence
Space
Single
Single
Double

Network Environment
Mobile
General
Mobile

R-MTP [120]
Lee et al. [110]
pTCP [81, 82, 83]

2001
2002
2002, 2005

R2 CP [80, 105]
Cetinkaya et al. [25]
mTCP [204]

2003, 2005
2004
2004

M-TCP [28]
M/TCP [167]

2004
2004

R-M/TCP [168]

2005

cTCP [45]
MPLOT [178, 179]
JOSCH [198]
Super-aggregate [191]

2007
2008, 2012
2009
2009

BMC [78]
MPTCP [59, 158,
162]
MPTCP [161]
MPTCP [17]
Hassayoun et al. [75]
MPTCP [100, 101]
Han et al. [102]
NC-MPTCP [113]
FMTCP[36, 37]
MPTCP [160]

2009
2009

SACK, WRR
IFRT, DACv2, PFA
WRR-PULL, Delayed Binding,
Packet Re-striping, Redundant
Striping, SACK
EDPF, Packet Re-striping
OMS
WRR, Shared Congestion Detection
Duplicate Transmission
OWTT, WRR, Duplicate Transmission, Duplicated ACK, Duplicated & Delayed ACK
OWTT, WRR, Duplicate Transmission, RCC
WRR, Duplicated ACK classifier
Packet coding, ECN, EDPF
WRR
Selective Offloading, IP-in-IP encapsulation, Duplicate Transmission
WCC
LIA, WRR

General
Independent
Disjoint

Constrained
Constrained
Constrained

No
No
Yes

Double
Single
Single

Wireless
General
General

Disjoint
Independent

Not specified
Not specified

No
No

Single
Single

Ad hoc
General

Independent

Constrained

No

Single

General

Independent
General
Independent
Independent

Constrained
Not specified
Constrained
Constrained

No
No
No
No

Single
Single
Single
Single

General
Lossy
Wireless
Mobile

General
General

Not specified
Constrained

Yes
Yes

Single
Double

General
General

General
General
General
General
Independent
Independent
Independent
General

Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
Constrained

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

Data center
General
General
General
General
General
General
General

Independent
General
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent

Infinite
General
General
General
General
Constrained

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

General
General
General
Cloud
Cloud
General

General

Constrained

Yes

Double

General

2013
2013
2013

LIA, WRR
LIA, WRR-PULL
DWC, WRR-PULL
OLIA, WRR-PULL
EDPF
Packet coding, FPS
Packet coding, FPS
Opportunistic retransmission, Penalizing slow subflows
Partial Reliability
Balia
OpenFlow
LISP
LISP, TRILL
New Delayed ACK, packet coding
Penalizing slow subflows (Improved)
CWA, FPS
AOLIA, EDWC, PSPLH
NR-SACKs

QoS-MPTCP [43]
Peng et al. [142]
MPTCP/OpenFlow [194]
A-MPTCP [35]
Coudron et al. [33]
MPTCP [115]

2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

MPTCP [140]

2013

CWA-MPTCP [206]
Singh et al. [182]
Yang et al. [201]

General
General
General

Yes
Yes
Yes

Double
Double
Double

General
General
General

2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015

Detect MAC-Layer path status
DRePaS
Packet coding, FPS
WCC
FPS
FPS
∆OWD

General
General
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
General

Constrained
Constrained
Constrained
(Send buffer)
General
General
Constrained
Constrained
Infinite
Infinite
Constrained

Lim et al. [118]
Ferlin et al. [57]
SC-MPTCP [114]
EW-MPTCP [116]
Yang and Amer [202]
Le et al. [109]
Coudron et al. [34]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

Wireless
Wireless
General
General
General
General
General

2010
2011
2011
2012, 2013
2012
2012
2012, 2014
2012

Transmission mode for the lossy wireless environment with
high interference. In this transmission mode, multiple copies
of the same packet are sent on different paths so that the
chance that all copies are lost is much reduced. Unfortunately,
they only present sending-side modification without addressing
duplicate ACKs due to multiple copies of the same packet.
Rojviboonchai and Hitoshi [167] proposed a multipath
Transmission Control Protocol (M/TCP). M/TCP uses OneWay-Trip Time (OWTT) [169], a similar method as FPS, at
the sender to estimate the delay time of the forward path

and reverse path separately in order to calculate per path
RTO timer. In addition, M/TCP employs two mechanisms
to deal with packet loss. In the case of fast retransmission,
M/TCP uses Duplicate Transmission policy, i.e., duplicating
the missing segment and sending each copy through all paths
so that a quick and reliable retransmission can be desirable;
in the case of timeout retransmission, the missing segment on
a flow is sent through the other flows. Moreover, M/TCP uses
two algorithms for the receiver to transmit an ACK in the
case of CMT. Namely, using Duplicated ACK algorithm, an
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M/TCP receiver sends an ACK immediately upon the receipt
of a data segment to more than one path; using Duplicated &
Delayed ACK, the receiver transmits an ACK for every other
data segments through more than one path. Rojviboonchai et
al. proposed R-M/TCP [168] as an extension of their previous
work M/TCP. R-M/TCP is a rate-based M/TCP that performs
congestion control in a rate-based and loss avoidance manner
(we use RCC to denote it) to avoid packet loss by adjusting
the congestion window before buffer overflows. Specifically,
R-M/TCP schedules data packets in a WRR manner while
it estimates the queue length at the bottleneck link. If the
queue length grows beyond a predefined threshold, the sender
recalculates a new congestion window to achieve a fair share
at the bottleneck.
Cetinkaya et al. [25] proposed an Opportunistic Multipath
Scheduler (OMS) that follows a traffic splitting policy that
favors low-delay high-throughput paths opportunistically for
a short term variations in path quality. To avoid violating
path weights of the routing protocol and potentially leading to
oscillation, OMS ensures that over longer time scales traffic is
split according to the ratios determined by the routing protocol.
Dong et al. [45] proposed concurrent TCP (cTCP) that uses
a single congestion window to control the global throughput
and a single sending buffer to be shared among all paths.
It uses Credit-Weighted Round-Robin (a variant of WRR) as
the scheduling algorithm. Each time an ACK comes back to
the sender, the capacity estimation of that path is updated,
and a new sending credit (similar to the congestion window
size) is added to the sender. The new credit is for all the
paths combined, and it is further divided into each path. cTCP
uses the path credit (similar to the path capacity) to distribute
data among the available paths. Furthermore, cTCP adopts a
duplicated ACK classifier that handles packet reordering by
differentiating whether a duplicated ACK is likely caused by
CMT or a real duplicated ACK.
Sharma et al. [178, 179] proposed Multi-Path LOss-Tolerant
protocol (MPLOT) to provide multipath transmission on multiple heterogeneous, highly lossy paths. MPLOT uses erasure
based Forward Error Correction (FEC) packet coding. The
major benefit of packet coding stems from its ability to
compensate for missing packets from redundancy. This makes
data transmission over lossy networks robust and efficient.
To counter against packet reordering, MPLOT estimates path
parameters (i.e., loss rate, capacity, and RTT) continuously to
provide adaptive FEC coding. In particular, MPLOT performs
latency-aware packet mapping, a variant of EDPF. For example, it maps packets that are not required immediately to paths
with long delays, while mapping the more immediately useful
packets to paths with short delays. MPLOT uses Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) [164] to distinguish congestion
losses from those due to faulty/lossy links.
Wang et al. [198] proposed a segment-based adaptive Joint
Session Scheduling (JOSCH) mechanism. The main goal is
to restrain the delay difference among multiple Radio Access Networks (RANs) by means of allocating the traffic to
different RANs dynamically with reasonable ratios. Specifically, JOSCH obtains network conditions by a segmentbased feedback approach, where a “segment” is defined as
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a predetermined size of data block. Its size is configurable
according to the delay sensitivities of different services. After
each segment transmission, the receiver sends feedback to the
sender. According to the feedback, the sender adjusts traffic
allocation dynamically according to the estimated transmission
rates and delays.
Tsao and Sivakumar [191] argued that aggregated bandwidth of two wireless interfaces (3G and WiFi) is a Simple
Aggregation due to path heterogeneity. For example, the low
bandwidth interface (e.g., 3G with 100-500Kbps) can only
achieve negligible bandwidth compared to the high bandwidth
interface (e.g., WiFi with 2-54Mbps). They proposed a superaggregation to achieve performance that is better than the
sum of throughput achievable through each of the interfaces
individually by the means of three mechanisms: Selective
Offloading, Proxying, and Mirroring. In spite of the fact that
an interface may have a relatively small amount of bandwidth,
these mechanisms can provide considerable performance improvement. Specifically, the Selective Offloading mechanism
is to receive TCP data segments over a comparably highspeed WiFi and return ACKs over a low-speed 3G path to
address self-contention in WiFi networks. The Proxying mechanism, following IP-in-IP encapsulation, allows a 3G path to
notify the TCP sender about blackout events on the WiFi
path. The Mirroring mechanism (i.e., Duplicate Transmission)
establishes an addition TCP connection through 3G to fetch
the missing segments due to random loss on the WiFi path.
Multipath Transmission Considering Fairness:
Similar to the early development of SCTP based CMT, at the
early stage, TCP based multipath transmission was only used
for utilizing multiple TCP flows with intelligent scheduling
algorithms to mitigate packet reordering. Nevertheless, it was
found that simply utilizing multiple TCP flows concurrently
at a bottleneck would result in a fairness issue, i.e., an unfair
share of the bandwidth at a bottleneck link. For example,
NewReno [76] is the most common TCP congestion control
variant as it yields an equal share of the congested link. This
equal share outcome of NewReno results in an unfair share of
the bandwidth if more than one TCP flow is active for a single
multipath transmission connection at the bottleneck link. From
the literature review we have made, we find that multipath
transmission approaches based on TCP in recent years have
also started to make fairness a necessary feature.
To the best of our knowledge, mTCP [204] proposed by
Zhang et al. is among the earliest proposals that have taken
fairness issue into consideration for TCP based multipath
transmission. To address the fairness issue, they proposed not
establishing multiple flows through the same bottleneck. For
example, to alleviate the aggressiveness problem, Zhang et
al. integrated a shared congestion detection mechanism into
mTCP so as to identify and suppress subflows that traverse
the same set of congested links. For example, mTCP detects
shared congestion by examining the correlations among the
fast retransmit times of the subflows. mTCP also uses a
scheduler in a WRR manner. For example, it maintains a
counter, i.e., pipei , to represent the number of outstanding
packets on the ith path. pipei is incremented by 1 when the
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Figure 8. The architecture of MPTCP, which has the application compatibility
by keeping the standard socket API to legacy applications. MPTCP: Multipath
TCP, src: Source IP address, dst: Destination IP address, sp: Source Port, dp:
Destination Port, APP: Application.

sender either sends or retransmits a packet over the ith path,
and is decremented by 1 when an incoming ACK indicates
that a packet previously sent has been received. The sender
associates a score, i.e., pipei /cwndi , for each path. The path
with the minimum score has priority to send the next packet.
Instead of avoiding shared bottlenecks, Honda et al. [78]
proposed Bidimensional-Probe Multipath Congestion Control
(BMC) to address the fairness issue. Specifically, BMC uses
a Weighted Congestion Control (WCC) approach that applies
the weight to each subflow so that the throughput of each
subflow is in proportion to its weight. In addition, WCC
maintains the sum of the weight so that a bundle of subflows
in the multipath connection is kept as aggressive as one TCP
flow. WCC can achieve not only fair resource allocation at
the shared bottleneck, but also RP [200] along the disjoint
bottlenecks. For example, multiple different connections can
obtain fair resource allocation across distinct bottlenecks.
Approximately in 2009, MPTCP [59, 158, 162] was proposed with the fairness property as well as RP feature in
mind. Specifically, MPTCP, under discussion of IETF, has the
following set of goals to achieve:
•
•

•

Improve throughput: MPTCP should perform at least as
a single TCP flow running on the best path.
Do no harm: MPTCP subflows should not take more
capacity than a single TCP flow would get at a shared
bottleneck.
Balance congestion: MPTCP should utilize the least congested path the most.

Figure 8 shows the architecture of MPTCP. It is a major
extension to TCP and allows a pair of hosts to use several
paths to exchange the segments that carry the data from a
single connection. MPTCP presents a standard TCP socket
API to the upper layer so that legacy applications can run
upon MPTCP transparently. A Coupled Congestion Control
(CCC) algorithm, Linked Increase Algorithm (LIA) [159], is
used to guarantee fair resource allocation on multiple paths and
provide RP feature among them. Its RP feature can shift traffic
away from more congested paths to less congested ones. In
addition to the joint congestion control algorithm, MPTCP also

has a few other design features. For example, MPTCP adds
connection-level sequence numbers in order to reassemble the
data stream in-order from multiple subflows. A Data Sequence
Signal (DSS) option [61] specifies a full mapping from the
connection-level sequence number to the subflow sequence
number. In the early stage of MPTCP, a PUSH style WRR
scheduling strategy is used where the scheduler tries to fill
all subflows when there is data coming from the application.
Later, MPTCP adopts a WRR-PULL manner scheduler [17],
a similar design adopted by pTCP [81, 82, 83] where the
application data stored in a shared connection-level sending
buffer is pulled by subflows whenever they have space in their
congestion window. Both PUSH and WRR-PULL scheduling
strategies are variants of WRR. Their difference lies in the fact
that WRR-PULL strategy uses less time waiting in a subflow
queue before its actual transmission on the wire. Although
this time period seems minor, the path properties may change
during that time. For the latest development of MPTCP in
IETF, we refer readers to RFCs such as [60, 61, 159].
Raiciu et al. [161] were the first proposing a natural evolution of data center transport from TCP to MPTCP. They
demonstrated that MPTCP could efficiently and seamlessly
use available bandwidth, provide improved throughput and
better fairness compared to single path TCP. The same authors further investigated what caused these benefits in [157].
They found that using MPTCP allows to rethink data center
networks and approach them with a different mindset as
to the relationship between transport protocols, routing, and
topology. One of the challenges of deploying MPTCP in data
centers is the Incast effect, a behavior of MPTCP as well as
TCP that results in the gross under-utilization of link capacity
in certain many-to-one traffic patterns [39, 131, 147, 190].
Incast collapse is not specific to MPTCP, but is inherited
from TCP. Li et al. [116] investigated how to share network
resources among different MPTCP flows by performing an
additional weighted congestion control based on the coupled
congestion control mechanism.
Although LIA ensures MPTCP subflows to be no more
aggressive than a competing TCP flow, LIA is not able to
differentiate whether the subflows share the same bottleneck
or different ones. This may cause sub-optimal performance of
MPTCP. Hassayoun et al. [75] proposed a Dynamic Window
Coupling (DWC) algorithm to address it by detecting distinct
bottlenecks and only coupling those that share a common
bottleneck, while allowing other subflows to use separate
congestion control. For example, DWC uses a loss congestion
event to trigger an alert while using either the Delay or
Loss congestion event to group subflows. Singh et al. [182]
proposed an extension of the DWC algorithm, denoted as
EDWC. This extension uses a delay congestion to trigger an
alert while either delay or loss congestion is used to group
and couple subflows. The concept behind DWC and EDWC
algorithms is similar to that of UCCSB algorithm used in BASCTP [13] because they both identify the shared bottleneck
and guarantee that the aggregated flows on the bottleneck is
TCP-friendly.
Diop et al. [43] proposed QoS-oriented MPTCP that takes
advantage of the two sub-layers architecture of MPTCP to
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use Quality of Service (QoS) techniques for multimedia applications over multiple paths. MPTCP originally offers a
fully reliable and fully ordered service. Nevertheless, full
reliability may not be required by certain multimedia applications. Diop et al. investigated the QoS benefits induced by
the implementation of the Partial Reliability [12] feature in
MPTCP for interactive video applications. Partial Reliability
is an important concept for multimedia transmission over IP
networks and is defined as the possibility to not recover losses
under a threshold in order to improve QoS.
Peng et al. [142, 143] presented a fluid model to investigate
a few existing congestion control algorithms designed for
MPTCP, and identified design criteria that guarantees the
existence, uniqueness, and stability of system equilibrium.
They characterized algorithm parameters for TCP friendliness
and proved that there is an inevitable trade-off between responsiveness and friendliness. Based on the study, in [142] they
proposed a new congestion control algorithm, Balia (balanced
linked adaptation). This algorithm generalizes existing algorithms and strikes a good balance among TCP-friendliness,
responsiveness, and window oscillation.
Lim et al. proposed MPTCP-MA [118] to improve MPTCP
performance during intermittent path connectivity in wireless
environment. MPTCP-MA exploits MAC-Layer information
to estimate path status, and suspends/releases a path based on
the estimation. By quickly detecting path failure and recovery,
MPTCP-MA can avoid unnecessary losses and utilize recovered paths more quickly.
Buffer Impact on MPTCP:
Although MPTCP was designed with several merits such
as fairness, RP, and Pareto-optimality in mind, buffer size
has significant impact on MPTCP performance. This problem
stems from the packet reordering issue due to heterogeneous
path characteristics. We now discuss the related work which
has explicitly examined the impact of buffer size on MPTCP.
Note that the impact of buffer size is not limited to MPTCP
but on all other approaches using POSM.
Barré et al. [17] evaluated the impact of heterogeneous paths
on the receive buffer and aggregated throughput. The experiment result shows that losses on one subflow have a limited
impact on the performance of the other subflows. Nevertheless,
this observation is based on the assumption that the reordering
buffer is big enough to accommodate all the out-of-order data.
Nguyen et al. [132, 133] evaluated the performance of MPTCP
in terms of load sharing and throughput optimization with and
without LIA respectively. The results show that the context
of mismatched path characteristics has a great impact on the
performance of MPTCP with constrained receive buffers. Han
et al. [102] proposed a reordering scheme that considers packet
scheduling algorithm at the sender to reduce the receive buffer.
The main idea is to estimate packet arrival time and schedule
packets accordingly. The sender maintains a per path time table
including calculated values of receiving time at the receiver
from now for each packet. When the sender has opportunity
to send a new packet, it chooses the path that can deliver the
packet faster than others. Thus, it is a EDPF style scheduling
algorithm.
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The impact of buffer size on MPTCP performance has also
been observed in [36, 37, 113, 114, 115], which proposed
packet coding based approaches to address it. For example, in [113] Li et al. proposed NC-MPTCP that introduces
packet coding to some but not all subflows. The regular
subflows deliver original packets while the coding subflows
deliver linear coded packets. The coded packets are used to
compensate for the lost and much delayed packets in order
to avoid receive buffer blocking. They used an out-of-order
scheduler that calculates the expected packet arriving time by
taking RTT, throughput, and loss ratio into account. Thus,
the packets that are sent out of order are expected to arrive
at the receiver in order. This scheduling algorithm is the
same as the FPS algorithm used in [128]. In [114], Li et
al. proposed SC-MPTCP to mitigate the packet reordering
issue with constrained receive buffer. In SC-MPTCP, they
proposed to make use of coded packets only as redundancy to
compensate for expensive retransmissions while minimizing
the encoding/decoding operations. The redundancy is provisioned in both proactive and reactive manners. Specifically,
SC-MPTCP transmits proactive redundancy first and then
delivers the original packets. The proactive redundancy is
continuously updated according to the estimated aggregate retransmission ratio. In order to avoid the proactive redundancy
being underestimated, a pre-blocking warning mechanism is
utilized to retrieve the reactive redundancy from the sender.
Cui et al. [36, 37] proposed applying the fountain code for
multipath scheduling to mitigate the impact of path heterogeneity. They also designed a data allocation algorithm based
on the expected packet arriving time and decoding demand
to coordinate the transmissions of different subflows. Li et
al. in [115] dealt with the packet reordering issue from a
different perspective. They demonstrated that the traditional
Delayed ACK mechanism can lead to significant performance
degradation in the presence of timeouts. Thus, they proposed
a New Delayed ACK (NDA) for MPTCP aiming to remove
the Minimum RTO constraint at the sender while to reserve
the Delayed ACK function at the receiver.
Raiciu et al. [160] proposed schemes of opportunistic retransmission and penalizing slow subflows to avoid the reordering problem. If a subflow holds up a packet at the trailing
edge of the receive window, the opportunistic retransmission
allows the sender to resend the packet that is previously sent
on another subflow. This scheme is similar to the Packet
Re-striping used in [80, 81, 82, 83, 105] and Pre-blocking
warning used in [114]. These three similar schemes are used
in different scenarios but for the same purpose. Opportunistic
retransmission is used only if the connection is receivewindow limited. Packet Re-striping is employed in the case of
path capacity fluctuations. Pre-blocking warning is triggered
if the proactive redundancy is underestimated. The penalizing
scheme of [160] is used to slow down the slow subflows.
For example, if a subflow has caused too many out-of-order
packets in the reordering buffer, the congestion window of that
subflow is reduced by half and its slow-start threshold is set to
the current congestion window. But if that subflow has been
in the slow-start phase already, the reordering problem may
become worse because the penalization mechanism will set
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its slow-start threshold to a smaller value. Paasch et al. [140]
proposed improving the penalization mechanism by adjusting
the slow-start threshold only when a subflow is not in its slowstart phase. However, they also identified that the penalization
mechanism is far from perfect because a subflow at full
sending speed may still overflow the receive buffer while
another subflows is in slow-start.
Ferlin et al. [57] argued that the opportunistic retransmission scheme does not reduce the effect of extreme RTT
heterogeneity. Instead, they proposed a Dynamic Relative Path
Scoring (DRePaS) algorithm to dynamically score the paths
relative to the best path and adapt the scheduling accordingly.
Specifically, when the score of a path is less than a threshold,
no payload is scheduled over that path until its score is larger
than the threshold measured by probing traffic. Note that the
standard MPTCP uses the congestion window as an estimation
of path capacity. In contrast, Ferlin et al. believed that the
smoothed in-flight data on each path reflects the behavior of
the connection more dynamically than the congestion window.
Chen et al. [30] explored the performance of MPTCP over
wireless networks. In order to avoid performance degradation,
they set the receive buffer up to 8 MB, which is not feasible in
practice for many devices. Shamszaman et al. [177] analyzed
the feasibility of MPTCP for big data applications. They found
that constrained receive buffer leads to poor performance of
MPTCP. Zhou et al. [206] proposed CWA-MPTCP that examines the goodput of MPTCP with bounded receive buffers.
They found that if the paths have similar end-to-end delays,
the MPTCP goodput is near optimal, otherwise the goodput
will be degraded significantly. For a wireless environment, they
proposed a Congestion Window Adaptation (CWA) algorithm
that can adjust the congestion window dynamically for each
TCP subflow so as to mitigate the variation of end-to-end path
delay, maintaining similar end-to-end delays over multiple
paths. The primary idea behind CWA is that a large delay ratio
indicates that the high-delay path is overloaded. Its congestion
window needs to be decreased to relieve traffic and reduce path
delay. For wired environment with stable end-to-end delay they
proposed using a delay-aware scheduling algorithm to predict
the receiving sequence, i.e., a FPS manner scheduler, so that
packets can arrive at the receiver in order.
Paasch et al. [139] designed and implemented a generic
modular scheduler framework that enables testing of different
schedulers for Multipath TCP. Using this framework, they
evaluated different schedulers for MPTCP and provided an
in-depth performance analysis. They identified the impact
of scheduling decisions on the performance of MPTCP and
illustrated the underlying root cause for the observed behavior.
For example, they discovered that a bad scheduling decision
triggers two packet reordering effects. First, EDPF based
scheduler is more efficient than simple RR in terms of avoiding
the HLB problem. Second, receive-window limitation may
prevent the subflows from being fully utilized.
In the last few years, several articles visited how to use
delay-aware scheduling algorithms in MPTCP to improve the
receive buffer utilization. Yang and Amer [202] used oneway communication delay of a TCP connection to design
an MPTCP scheduler that transmits data out-of-order over
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multiple paths such that their arrival is in-order. Le et al. [109]
dealt with the packet reordering problem of MPTCP using a
Forward-Delay-based packet scheduling algorithm. Its main
idea is that the sender distributes packets via multiple paths
according to their estimated forward delay and throughput difference. This scheduling algorithm is an advanced version of
FPS because it took throughput difference into consideration.
Due to the latency asymmetry on the Internet, obtaining a
good one-way delay is difficult. Therefore, Coudron et al. [34]
proposed relying to the one-way delay (OWD) difference
(∆OWD) of multiple subflows to improve the scheduling.
Their estimator functions more like OWTT than FPS because it
estimates not only forward delay difference but also backward
delay difference.
The MPTCP performance is not only impacted by the receive buffer but also by the send buffer. [201] Yang et al. found
that in an MPTCP connection with several high-BDP subflows,
send buffer blocking can occur and seriously decrease the
overall throughput. They introduced Non-Renegable Selective
Acknowledgments (NR-SACKs) to MPTCP. The idea is that
once a data packet has been sacked, it can’t be removed
from the receive buffer. Thus, the sender can free the sacked
data sooner than the advance of the MPTCP level cumulative
acknowledgement. Arzani et al. [14] found that the send buffer
size has significant impact on the performance of MPTCP. For
example, MPTCP provides higher performance gains with a
larger send buffer. However, they did not propose any method
to address the problem.
Pareto-efficient MPTCP:
Khalili et al. [100, 101] demonstrated that MPTCP is not
Pareto-optimal because they found that MPTCP users can
be excessively aggressive toward TCP users over congested
paths even without any benefit to the MPTCP users. They
attributed the problem to the LIA of MPTCP. To deal with
the problem, they proposed an Opportunistic Linked Increases
Algorithm (OLIA) as an alternative for LIA and proved that
OLIA is Pareto-optimal and satisfies the three design goals
of MPTCP. Like LIA, OLIA is a window-based congestioncontrol algorithm that couples the increase of congestion
windows and uses unmodified TCP behavior in the case of
loss. The increase part of OLIA has two terms. The first term
provides the Pareto optimality. The second term guarantees
non-flappiness6 as MPTCP with LIA and responsiveness (i.e.,
the rate of algorithm convergence). OLIA also compensates for
different RTTs by adapting the window increases as a function
of RTTs. However, Singh et al. [182] found that OLIA of
MPTCP still has performance issues. They presented Adapted
Opportunistic Linked Increases Algorithm (AOLIA) to ensure
controlled aggressiveness of the MPTCP subflows. In order
to minimize the packet reordering delay, they also proposed
a Push-Pull-Hybrid (PSPLH) scheduler where Pull strategy is
used to allocate data segments to multiple flows, and Push
strategy is used to tune the size of the segments dynamically.
Path Diversity for MPTCP:
6 Flappiness means that MPTCP would use one path almost exclusively for
a while, then flip to another path, and then repeat.
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Figure 9. Static full-mesh of possible network paths between two MPTCP
enabled hosts: A1 :B1 , A1 :B2 , A2 :B1 , A2 :B2 , A3 :B1 , A3 :B2 .

By default, MPTCP uses a “fullmesh” manager to create
static full-mesh of possible network paths among the available
IP addresses (see Figure 9). This path management may not
only lead to a large number of subflows being established
but also ignore the benefits the path diversity could offer.
van der Pol et al. [194] combined MPTCP and OpenFlow
to dynamically exploit path diversity (choose disjoint paths)
between two endpoints to improve stability (in the case of
partial path failure) and obtain higher throughput. Specifically,
in [194] OpenFlow is used to discover the topology of the
network, calculate multiple disjoint paths and configure these
paths. MPTCP is used to distribute the traffic across the
selected paths.
In contrast to limiting the number of subflows [194],
Coudron et al. [33, 35] exploited the path diversity in cloud
networks from a different perspective, for example, creating
more subflows over disjoint WAN paths (under the assumption
that the WAN capacity is the throughput bottleneck). To
achieve this goal, in [35] Coudron et al. proposed a crosslayer approach which combines MPTCP and LISP [55]. LISP
is used to gather information and give hints to MPTCP about
the WAN paths diversity between two MPTCP endpoints.
MPTCP could use the path manager “ndiffports” to create
additional LISP-enabled subflows which share the same source
IP with different TCP ports. In their another work [33],
apart from MPTCP and LISP, Coudron et al. introduced one
more protocol TRILL [50] to support Ethernet level multipath
transmission. For example, MPTCP employs coordinated congestion control to achieve RP, LISP handles path diversity at
the external data center packets between border nodes, and
TRILL deals with multipath Ethernet-layer communications.
Comparison between CMT-SCTP and MPTCP
SCTP and TCP are the main base protocols widely used to
support multipath transportation. Currently, CMT-SCTP and
MPTCP are in the focus of the IETF and academia. In the
following discussion, we make a comparison of them.
Although CMT enabled SCTP shares the same issues with
MPTCP in terms of fairness, reordering, and retransmission
policies, moving legacy applications from TCP to SCTP
involves a number of challenges such as making SCTP work
through NATs, the need to modify applications, and the lack
of an easy way to negotiate SCTP versus TCP between a
client and a server. None of the issues are insurmountable, but
together they make adoption of SCTP as a TCP alternative

a challenge. From the previous discussion, we found that
MPTCP instead of CMT-SCTP has become the main stream
of multipath transportation solution. In this section, we discuss
the reason behind it.
By comparing the key algorithms used by CMT-SCTP and
MPTCP (see Table X and Table XII), we found that the two
protocols have shared the same or similar key algorithms.
Therefore, algorithm is not the primary factor that determines
which protocol could become the mainstream because the
algorithms are not specific to any base protocols but could
be used on any of them with minor adaptation. We believe
that the reason mainly comes from their difference in terms
of backward compatibility and sequence number design. For
example, unlike SCTP which modifies the interfaces of legacy
TCP to applications, MPTCP presents a single TCP interface
to the application layer (see Figure 8). This seemingly minor
difference makes MPTCP compatible with all legacy applications. As such, the implementation of multipath in TCP,
which dominates Internet traffic, is a much more attractive
deployment strategy.
The sequence space design is another primary difference. To
make a fair comparison, we assume that SCTP has been widely
deployed as TCP has, otherwise CMT-SCTP packets would be
dropped by legacy middleboxes. As summarized in Table X,
CMT-SCTP keeps using one single sequence space as SCTP
does. Therefore, a new SACK mechanism and its interpretation
accordingly are required to avoid spurious retransmissions.
Moreover, single sequence space makes bytestream discontinuous on multiple paths so that certain middleboxes may
break such associations [160]. In contrast, in MPTCP the
sequence numbers carried in the TCP headers are separate
on each path so that the interpretation of out-of-order packets
and ACKs remain the same as before. Hesmans et al. [77] and
Honda et al. [79] found that MPTCP could traverse most of
the middleboxes because of its double sequence space design.
Furthermore, with checksums MPTCP can detect middleboxes
interference and fallback to legacy TCP. To allow clients to
benefit from MPTCP in its early deployment (e.g., servers have
not upgraded to support MPTCP), Detal et al. [40] proposed a
protocol converter, MIMBox, to translate MPTCP to TCP and
vice versa. MPTCP is not only little influenced by middleboxes
but is even extended to explicitly add specified middleboxes
in the middle of an ongoing communication. For example,
the proposed solution in [135] used MPTCP to implement
connection acrobatics (i.e., the ability to explicitly redirect
connections via a middle point and the ability to migrate the
endpoint of a connection). Therefore, MPTCP connections can
be redirected to middleboxes located anywhere in the Internet
to improve services like load balancing, DDoS filtering and
anycast.
One more difference between CMT-SCTP and MPTCP lies
in the path management strategy. By default, MPTCP creates
a full-mesh of possible network paths among the available IP
addresses, whereas CMT-SCTP only uses pairs of addresses to
set up communication paths (creating only one additional path
per additional source address). Becke et al. [18] found that
MPTCP’s path management strategy performs significantly
better than that of CMT-SCTP in the case of asymmetric paths.
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Figure 10. Multipath transmission on application layer. It is assumed that each
host has two interfaces. src: Source IP address, dst: Destination IP address,
sp: Source Port, dp: Destination Port, APP: Application.

D. Application Layer Multipath Capability
Provisioning multipath capability at the application layer
has received a lot of attention because the approaches are
almost independent of the underlying access technologies and
network-layer routing. It is a common practice that an application establishes multiple transport connections, binds them
to different IP addresses, and distributes the data in proportion
to the available path capacity over these connections (see
Figure 10). To reassemble the data delivered over different
connections, each packet or a group of packets are usually
assigned additional sequence numbers.
In the rest of this section, we also divide the approaches
into four groups. The first group discusses approaches using
the same path. The second group discusses approaches using
different paths. The third group investigates approaches based
on HTTP in order to highlight the importance of the combination of HTTP and multipath transmission. The fourth group
exploits middleware approaches. Table XIII and Table XIV
are used to summarize the key algorithms and approaches
respectively.
1) Multiple Connections over the Same Path: In the early
stage of research work on application layer multipath transmission, the focus was on bandwidth aggregation using multiple
TCP connections over the same physical path. For instance,
Allman et al. [10] developed a new application called XFTP,
a modified version of FTP [152], to improve the poor performance of TCP over long-fat satellite channels. XFTP creates
multiple TCP connections. To send a file, XFTP divides the
file into records, reads the file from local storage one record
at a time, and sends each record over whichever connection
has resource available for transmission. To reassemble the
records into the correct order, XFTP uses an additional 4byte sequence number to each record. GridFTP [91] is another
extension of the FTP protocol implemented for bulk data transfer, where parallel TCP connections are created to increase
the throughput in a bottleneck link. Specifically, GridFTP
divides the data to be transferred into multiple portions and
transfers each portion with a separate TCP connection. When
competing with non-GridFTP connections over a bottleneck
link, the GridFTP connections will be less likely to be selected

to drop their packets. Hacker et al. [71] examined the effects
of using parallel TCP flows to improve end-to-end network
performance. They found that in the absence of congestion,
the use of parallel TCP connections is equivalent to using a
large Maximum Segment Size (MSS) on a single connection.
In addition, they addressed the question of how to select the
maximum number of connections to maximize the overall
throughput while avoiding congestion. For example, if the
selected value is too large, the aggregate flow may cause
network congestion and throughput will not be optimized.
2) Multiple Connections over Different Paths: The approaches mentioned above aim to increase application throughput by using multiple TCP connections through the same physical path. Nevertheless, if they are used for striping data over
different physical paths, the reordering issue at the receiver
would render them inefficient because they do not take into
consideration the reordering issue caused by heterogeneous
paths. In the 2000s, researchers started to seek solutions to
provide bandwidth aggregation over different physical paths. A
simple approach to achieve this goal is to directly add support
for multiple interfaces to a given application by opening multiple TCP sockets (one for each active interface), and performing
striping of data across different sockets. If the interfaces of a
client are connected to independent networks, the simultaneous
use of multiple paths can achieve a total throughput close to
the sum of all the throughput from individual interfaces.
Given that popular files are often replicated on multiple
servers, it becomes natural for clients to connect in parallel
to several mirror servers to retrieve a file (i.e., many-to-one
fashion). Golubchik et al. in [63] investigated the potential
benefits of an application layer multipath streaming approach
between a set of senders and a receiver. They found that
multipath streaming exhibits better loss characteristics than
single path streaming. Rodriguez and Biersack in [165] described a parallel-access (PA) scheme that allows users to fetch
different portions of a file from multiple servers at the same
time and reassemble the file locally. The PA scheme allows
dynamic load sharing among all servers so that faster servers
will deliver bigger portions of a file while slower ones will
deliver smaller portions.
Shiwen et al. proposed Multiflow Real-time Transport
Protocol (MRTP) [122] which is a multipath transmission
extension to Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP) [173] for
real-time applications. MRTP supports multimedia services
by exploring multipath transport in mobile ad hoc networks,
where link bandwidth may fluctuate and paths are unreliable.
The authors studied the impact of traffic partitioning on
congestion at bottleneck links and found that the bandwidth
utilization of a bottleneck node could be much improved by
two strategies (thinning and striping [22]). Furthermore, they
showed analytically that most of the performance improvement
can be achieved with a few paths (e.g., two or three paths),
while only marginal improvement is gained by further increase
in the number of paths.
Wang et al. [195, 196] proposed Dynamic MPath-Streaming
(DMP), a scheme for live streaming over multiple TCP connections. DMP allocates packets over multiple paths according
to their current throughput. DMP does not use an explicit prob-
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Table XIII
K EY ALGORITHMS FOR APPLICATION LAYER MULTIPATH CAPABILITY (sorted according to their order mentioned in Table XIV).
Algorithm
HTTP Range
(HTTP-RRR)

Retrieval

Request

HTTP Request Pipelining (HTTP-RP)

Problems to address
Request segments over multiple paths

Concurrent HTTP-RRR

Description
It commonly makes a halted download to proceed with the outstanding
portion at a later time. In multipath transmission, it could be used
to download unique segments of a file at the server. Note that each
request must be sequentially handled before the next request could be
sent out.
It generates multiple requests from the client without waiting for each
response from the server.

Table XIV
C ONCURRENT M ULTIPATH T RANSFER A PPLICATIONS .
Scheme
XFTP [10]
PSockets [184]
GridFTP [91]
PA [165]
ATLB [73, 74]
Tavarua [155]
SBAM [171]
DMP [195, 196]
MultiTCP [192]
PATTHEL [16]
Kaspar et al. [96]
Kaspar et al. [95]
Evensen et al. [54]

Year
1996
2000
2001
2002
2005, 2007
2006
2006
2007, 2009
2008
2009
2010
2010
2010

Evensen et al. [52, 53]

2011, 2012

Miyazaki et al. [129]
DBAS [69, 70]
G-DBAS [68]

2012
2012, 2013
2012

OPERETTA [65]

2012

MPTS-AR [111, 205]

2014, 2015

Algorithm and Protocol
WRR
Middleware, RR
Fair share (RR)
WRR
Middleware, WRR, FPS
Middleware, WRR
Middleware, WRR
WRR-PULL
Receiver-driven rate control
Middleware, WRR
WRR, HTTP-RRR
WRR, HTTP-RRR, HTTP-RP
HTTP-RRR, HTTP-RP, Request scheduler,
WRR
HTTP-RRR and HTTP-RP, Improved Request scheduler, WRR
Middleware, EDPF
Middleware, WRR, PFA
Middleware, Energy-awareness Scheduling,
WRR, PFA
Middleware, Energy-awareness Scheduling,
WRR
OpenPath, MPTP

ing scheme for bandwidth estimation on each path. Instead, it
uses the WRR-PULL scheduler to allow each connection to
pull data from a shared queue whenever it has opportunity to
send data. Thus, the paths with higher throughput deliver more
packets than others.
Tullimas et al. [192] proposed MultiTCP for multimedia
streaming. It aims at providing resilience against short term
insufficient bandwidth due to traffic bursts by using multiple
TCP connections for the same application. MultiTCP is a
“smart” application that allows the application to control the
desired sending rate during congestion periods. MultiTCP
achieves rate control by the means of adjusting the receiver
window.
Zhang et al. [205] proposed a general framework of
multipath transport system based on application-level relay
(MPTS-AR), currently under the standardization within the
IETF [111]. This framework defines three logical entities and
two protocols. The entities include user agent, relay server,
and relay controller. The protocols are OpenPath and MPTP
(Multipath Transport Protocol), which are used in control
plane to manage relay paths and in data plane to facilitate multipath data transport respectively. However, they left a few key
functions we concern the most out of the scope. For example,
how to split the original data stream into several substreams,

Path(s)
Same
Same
Same
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
General
Different
Different
Different

Network Environment
Satellite channel
General
Bottleneck link
Many senders and one receiver
General
Cellular uplink channel
Wireless access
General
Insufficient bandwidth due to traffic bursts
General
Wireless
Wireless
Wireless

Different

Wireless

Different
Different
Different

Wireless
Wireless
Wireless

Different

Wireless

Different

General

how to mitigate the reordering issue at the receiving side, how
to provide path diversity among all available paths, and how
to obtain the performance of overlay paths are all out of the
scope.
3) HTTP based Multipath Media Streaming: In addition
to multipath approaches for specific applications, HTTP [58]
with multipath capability is currently one of the most common
protocols for streaming video on the Internet through multiple
paths. Kaspar et al. [95, 96] and Evensen et al. [52, 53, 54]
presented HTTP-based methods for downloading multimedia
content simultaneously over multiple network interfaces.
Kaspar et al. [96] proposed an HTTP-based on-demand
streaming service over multiple wireless access networks.
They presented a proof-of-concept implementation of a progressive download service, which uses HTTP-RRR capability [58] to download specific segments of a file from a
media server. The drawback of the range retrieval request is
that each request must be handled sequentially by the server
before the client can send the next request. Thus, an average
time overhead of one RTT is introduced for each request.
In order to avoid waiting for each response, in [95] they
presented an improved version of their work by using an
additional HTTP capability, i.e., HTTP-RP [58]. The request
pipelining function of HTTP allows a client to make multiple
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requests simultaneously. In [96], they studied the effect of
file segmentation on the buffer requirements and found that
there exists an optimal segment size for which the aggregation
efficiency is maximized. In [95], they found that due to the
use of request pipelining, very small segments can provide
efficient throughput aggregation.
Evensen et al. [54] introduced an adaptive, WRR-PULL
based scheduler that achieves smooth playback by scheduling
requests for video segments of different quality levels over
multiple interfaces simultaneously. Like their previous work
in [96], they still utilized HTTP-RRR and HTTP-RP functions
to support multipath transmission. In order to avoid video
deadline misses, they proposed an additional request scheduler
in [54]. The scheduler is mainly used for estimation of the
aggregated throughput for chosen video quality level and
request of segments over the available interfaces. However,
the weakness of the request scheduler is that the segments
are divided into fixed-sized subsegments, which may lead
to low performance with constrained receive buffer. Evensen
et al. [52, 53] proposed improving the request scheduler by
loosing the segment size constraint. For example, the segment
sizes are dynamically calculated on the fly based on the
capability of each path.
4) Session layer Multipath Capability: Unlike application
layer approaches discussed previously, some approaches open
multiple TCP flows without any change to existing applications by providing specialized middleware or virtual sockets
at the session layer between the application and transport layer.
Sivakumar et al. proposed PSockets (Parallel Sockets)
in [184]. PSockets is a library that transparently partitions upper layer data into multiple transport streams through the same
physical path. The principal idea is to split data equally across
several open sockets without application upgrade. PSockets
has the same Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) as
those of a regular socket. Note that this work was published
in the year 2000. Back then, the TCP window size had to be
tuned manually for high-speed networks at both the source and
the destination in order to achieve the maximum throughput.
Differently, PSockets allowed applications to achieve the best
performance without tuning the window size.
Yohei et al. [73, 74] proposed an Arrival-Time matching
Load-Balancing (ATLB) layer between the application layer
and TCP layer. ATLB consists of a distributed data transfer
method and a path-failure detection/recovery method. In order
to mitigate the reordering effect at the receiver, ATLB calculates the data arrival time for each path. It considers the time
that data segments spend in the TCP queue at a sender and the
time needed for data segments to pass through the network.
Qureshi et al. presented a prototype system Tavarua in [155].
Tavarua is a middleware for providing network striping capability to applications with high demands on uplink throughput.
Note that Tavarua runs upon UDP. In an effort to mitigate
the impact of variations in bandwidth, an application can
use feedback information to estimate the maximum available
data transmission rate. Then the bit-rate at which the video
is encoded is adapted dynamically. The middleware also
handles low-level issues related to the network interfaces (e.g.,
congestion control, disconnections, and reconnections).
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Sakakibara et al. [171] proposed a Socket-level Bandwidth
Aggregation Mechanism (SBAM) to offer aggregated bandwidth. SBAM is located at the socket layer (close to TCP) so
that it can collect system resources efficiently. For example,
it has a network monitoring function to collect delay and
available bandwidth of each path. Using this information,
the traffic scheduler decides the amount of data to fill the
bandwidth-delay product of each path.
Like the other middleware approaches, Parallel TCP Transfers Helper (PATTHEL) [16] also provides APIs for applications. The difference of PATTHEL lies in two facts. First,
PATTHEL incorporates a separate data connection and control
connection, where the control connection is created first to
manage the other data connections for the entire communication period. Second, PATTHEL is a cross-layer protocol
because it adds an entrance to the routing table in order to
deliver data over a certain channel.
Miyazaki et al. [129] examined how much receive buffer is
needed in various scenarios and found that the buffer size is
proportional to the ratio of the bandwidth of the two interfaces.
A larger bandwidth difference leads to a bigger receive buffer
and vice versa. The scheduling algorithm used in [129] is
EDPF.
Habak et al. [69, 70] proposed a Deplorable Bandwidth Aggregation System (DBAS) middleware architecture for multiinterface enabled devices. Like the work in [66, 110, 166],
DBAS also supports both FOSM and POSM. In FOSM where
the server is not DBAS enabled, DBAS schedules different
connections to the interfaces such that a connection can be
assigned to only one of the available interfaces. If both sides
are DBAS enabled, POSM is used so that each packet can
be scheduled independently on a different interface. To make
better scheduling decisions, DBAS estimates the characteristics of the applications dynamically based on their behavior
and stores them in a database for history track. DBAS focuses
on the actual implementation of the basic core system. The
authors presented an extended work based on DBAS, a Green
DBAS (G-DBAS) [68] to balance overall throughput with
energy consumption. For example, they introduced a new
utility based scheduler that takes energy consumption of each
interface into account in order to balance the trade-off between
maximizing throughput and minimizing power consumption.
Note that G-DBAS only works in FOSM. OPERETTA [65] is
an extension of G-DBAS to support POSM.
Application layer approaches split a single file or byte
stream into segments that are transmitted concurrently over
different paths. These kind of approaches seem to be simple in
the sense that the applications are in full control of the striping
decisions. Thus, it does not require any protocol change at
lower layers so that clients and servers can find an optimal
way to collaborate. Nevertheless, the complexity and overhead
at the application layer are considerable. For example, an
application-level sequence number has to be included in each
of the application defined headers. Meanwhile, the application
has to explicitly ensure that the application layer data units,
which carry unique application-level sequence numbers, do
not get fragmented during transmission. Moreover, a dedicated
resequencing mechanism is required to reassemble the data
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at the receiver. In practice, different paths may have diverse
characteristics, and the striping ratio may not exactly match
the ratio of data rate from different paths. A large receive
buffer (on the application level) is required to accommodate
the out-of-order data. Finally, in order to split intelligently,
the application has to implement a bandwidth estimation
mechanism redundantly despite the same mechanism has been
employed by TCP through its congestion control mechanism.
The middleware approaches are very similar to applicationlayer approaches. They also face the same challenges, for
example, the reordering issue. The advantage of middleware
approaches is that although it still requires client and serverside modifications, applications usually are not required to be
upgraded.
E. Summary
In this section, we summarize the issues that are common to
the approaches from all layers we have covered in this survey.
Specifically, we first discuss the packet reordering problem
and how effective the widely used scheduling algorithms
are to mitigate it. After that, we present the approaches
which have adopted the cross-layer design. Next, we compare
the approaches’ compatibility capability, which is inherently
determined by their stack positions. At last, we summarize the
research problem evolution on each layer.
Table XV
E VALUATION OF E ND - TO -E ND PACKET R EORDERING A LGORITHMS .
Algorithm
PCA, PFA, Multi-streaming
FPS
EDPF, PET
WRR

Reordering
++
+
o
o

Load-sharing
++
+
++

1) Packet Reordering: When packets travel through different paths which may have mismatched characteristics, they
may arrive at the destination out of order. All the presented
approaches deal, to some extent, with the reordering issue on
the layer which they are located at. If they ignore or have
no control over the reordering mechanism on the transport
layer, their approach may suffer from performance degradation because of the misinterpretation of out-of-order packets.
Table XV lists the primary algorithms used to mitigate packet
reordering without considering which layers they are located
at. We group and sort them according to their effectiveness
in terms of packet reordering and load-sharing capability. We
use four levels (++, +, o, -) to grade the mechanisms only for
general and relative evaluation. The level ++ indicates the most
efficiency. + comes second, and then o and -. A scheme graded
- does not imply that it is useless. Instead, that scheme may
work well either in certain network context or with additional
buffer management.
The first group includes PCA [2, 87, 134, 188], PFA [50,
56, 66, 68, 69, 70, 94, 110, 126, 150, 166], and Multistreaming [49]. They are the most effective mechanisms
which can completely eliminate packet reordering incurred
by multipath transmission because the data units required
sequencing at the destination are assigned only to the same

path. However, a multipath transmission protocol with them
usually performs worse than without them in terms of load
sharing. For example, if the number of flows is less than that of
available paths, there would exist paths which cannot be fully
utilized. Therefore, we give - to their load-sharing capability
due to their lower performance than average.
FPS [36, 37, 73, 74, 109, 113, 114, 128, 202, 206] breaks
the in-order scheduling rule at the source. Whenever a path
has opportunity to send a new packet, it estimates that path’s
capacity and chooses a new data block accordingly so that outof-order sent out packets could arrive at the receiver in-order.
We grade FPS a + to its packet reordering capacity because
it concerns most on whether the packets arrive at the receiver,
and a ++ to its load-sharing capacity because fully utilizes
each path’s capacity.
In EDPF [24, 80, 102, 105, 129, 178, 179] and PET [27],
the scheduler first sends data on a path with lowest RTT until
it has filled its congestion window. Then, the data is sent on
the subflow with the next lowest RTT. We grade them o and
+ to their reordering and load-sharing capacities respectively
because EDPF and PET preferentially schedule data on the
available path with lowest RTT. The larger the RTT difference
is, the more out-of-order packets arrive at the destination.
Moreover, EDPF and PET consider only path bandwidth
and latency, ignoring packet loss rate caused by congestion.
Therefore, it may achieve sub-optimal load-balancing in the
presence of high losses or heavy congestion.
WRR [5, 6, 10, 13, 16, 17, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 65,
66, 68, 69, 70, 73, 74, 75, 81, 82, 83, 84, 95, 96, 100,
101, 117, 120, 148, 149, 155, 161, 162, 165, 166, 167, 168,
171, 172, 185, 186, 195, 196, 198, 204] is the most widely
used scheduling algorithm on all layers with maximizing
the overall throughput as its first priority. It could achieve
the goal if the multiple paths have similar characteristics.
Otherwise, it would cause significant out-of-order packets at
the receiver because it considers little about its impact on
packet reordering. Therefore, WRR works better on link layer
than other layers because link layer has relatively stable link
state. Like FPS, WRR could fully utilize the available path
capacity. Based on the discussion, we give o to WRR’s packet
reordering capacity and ++ to its load-sharing capability.
In practical network environments where path characteristics may change dynamically, the scheduling algorithms except
PFA, PCA and Multi-streaming may fail to counter against
packet reordering. Several additional mechanisms have been
proposed to work coherently with the scheduling algorithms,
such as ACK manipulation [45, 66, 88, 103, 110, 115, 121,
167], buffering management [8, 26, 48, 66, 108], packet
coding [37, 113, 114, 115, 178], blocking warning and fast
retrieving [80, 81, 82, 83, 105, 114, 160], slow-path penalization [57, 140, 160] and so on. The comparison of various
combinations of the scheduling algorithms is out of the scope
of our knowledge because they may be used in various network
environments, triggered by different conditions, and supported
by diverse assumptions.
To make a conclude on the discussion of packet reordering,
the choice of the best scheduling policy depends on path characteristics. There is no single scheduling mechanism which
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can handle all scenarios. To adapt to different network environments, several approaches, such as [66, 69, 70, 110, 166],
could support both flow level scheduling and packet level
scheduling strategies.
2) Layer-dependent scheduling algorithms: In our previous
discussion, we could find that many scheduling algorithms
are shared by different approaches on various layers. For
example, FPS variants are used on transport (including [36,
37, 109, 113, 114, 128, 202, 206]) and application layers
(including [73, 74]). EDPF variants are used on network layer
(including [27, 64, 103, 104, 108]), transport layer (including
[24, 80, 102, 105, 178, 179]) and application layer (including
[129]). WRR variants are used from link to application layers.
However, we argue that it does not imply that these scheduling
algorithms are layer-independent. Instead, they are mostly
layer-dependent.
Running a scheduling algorithm usually requires measuring
bandwidth, delay, loss, or jitter to provide best effort or even
QoS guarantees. No single measurement on a certain layer
could always give accurate measurements. The measurements
may even vary on different layers. Although how to measure
those metrics is an entire problem unto its own, the efficiency
of the algorithm is closely connected to the correctness of
the measurements. Therefore, we argue that the scheduling
algorithms which rely on the estimation of certain path characteristics are layer-dependent.
We discuss WRR as an example to support our argument.
The same principle is applicable to other algorithms which
rely on the estimation of path characteristics. WRR is the most
widely used scheduling algorithm. Although each layer adopts
many variants of the WRR algorithm, its effectiveness highly
depends on how correctly the path capability is estimated in a
dynamic fashion. For example, using the congestion window
size on the transport layer to estimate the path capability is a
more lightweight and accurate way than those using various
probing methods on other layers. Furthermore, WRR works
much better on link layer than upper layers because link layer
has more stable link status.
3) Cross-layer Support: In this survey, we define that any
attempt to violate the TCP/IP reference model is considered a
cross-layer design. Among the approaches we have discussed
previously, several of them have explicitly involved crosslayer interaction for purposes of estimating path status to
avoid packet delays and losses, scheduling traffic over multiple
paths according to their capacity, exploring path diversity to
obtain high throughput, achieving better QoS for multimedia
applications, and so on. Due to these benefits the crosslayer design may offer, there has been increased interest
in protocols with interactions between various layers of the
network stack. In the rest of this section, we discuss the crosslayer approaches based on our previous discussion and give a
few observations on them without our own judgment. Instead,
we refer readers to Kawadia and Kumar’s work [97] which
calls for a cautionary approach to cross-layer design. Although
[97] examined the issue of cross-layer design in wireless
networks, we believe the same principle is also applicable for
multipath transmission.
Table XVI shows approaches based on a cross-layer de-
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sign. The “Base Layer” indicates the layer where the data
splitting is initiated, and the “Additional Layers” indicate
which layers are required to provide support to the base layer.
From the table, we observe that the transport and application
layers are the main base layers. From 2005 to 2013, it was
drawn most of the attention to implement the base layer
on the application level. Some applications obtain low layer
information to optimize their behavior in terms of interface
selection, load balancing, and energy efficiency. The information includes throughput history and smoothed RTT from
transport level, routing table from IP level, and link status (e.g.,
energy consumption, available bandwidth, and bit error rate).
Some applications can even change the low layer protocol
behaviors such as changing TCP window size to control
the throughput, modifying the routing table to optimize path
selection, and disconnecting/reconnecting certain interfaces for
energy efficiency or partial failure. In most recent years, it
has become more attractive to use transport layer as the base
layer with additional support from network and link layers.
Although transport layer approaches have advantages from
the congestion control mechanism, they lack the choice of
path diversity to free the constraint of fairness control. The
path optimization support from network and link layers can
compensate for the weakness in network and Ethernet levels
respectively. In addition, some transport layers can suspend or
release a path based on the estimated MAC information.
We can also find that the interaction of cross-layer design
may not be limited to adjacent protocol layers. Instead, it
allows vertical communication to take place between nonadjacent layers. The cross-layer design approaches are actually
not limited to the ones listed in Table XVI because although
many approaches above the network layer did not mention or
specify how packets are delivered through multiple interfaces,
the cross-layer support from routing function on network layer
may be assumed implicitly.
4) Compatibility: In this section, we evaluate the compatibility capacity of the approaches on different layers. The evaluation is made in general because there may be exceptions in
certain approaches. Table XVII presents the evaluation where
we separate network layer approaches into three categories
according to how many proxies required in each category.
We use MPTCP and CMT-SCTP to represent the transport
layer approaches and evaluate their compatibility separately.
Likewise, we also separate session layer approaches from
application layer approaches.
Application compatibility means that the lower layer
changes do not require the legacy applications to be upgraded.
Obviously, the link layer and all the network layer approaches
are compatible with the legacy applications because they do
not change the socket interface between the legacy applications
and transport layer protocols. MPTCP presents a standard
TCP socket API to the application so that legacy applications
can run upon MPTCP transparently. However, the legacy
applications running on TCP have to upgrade in order to take
advantage of CMT-SCTP. Session layer approaches usually
keep the same socket API to applications (e.g, PSockets [184])
so that they require no changes to the legacy applications.
Application layer approaches have a serious application com-
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Table XVI
C ROSS - LAYER S UPPORT FOR M ULTIPATH T RANSMISSION .
Scheme
PRISM [103, 104]

Year
2005, 2007

Base Layer
Network

Additional Layers
Transport

ATLB [73, 74]

2005, 2007

Application

Transport

Tavarua [155]

2006

Application

Transport, Link

SBAM [171]

2006

Application

Network, link

MultiTCP [192]

2008

Application

Transport

PATTHEL [16]

2009

Application

Network

G-DBAS [68]

2012

Application

Link

OPERETTA [65]

2012

Application

Link

DBAS [69, 70]

2012, 2013

Application

Link

OpenFlowMPTCP [194]

2013

Transport

Link

A-MPTCP [35]

2013

Transport

Network

Coudron et al. [33]

2013

Transport

Network, link

MPTCP-MA [118]

2014

Transport

Link

Description
1) Use the transport-layer information carried in ACKs to mask
adverse effects of out-of-order packet deliveries. 2) tune the TCP
congestion control mechanism to handle, at a sender side, packet
losses.
Use the TCP connection’s throughput history to calculate the queuing
delay in the sending buffer and use TCP’s smoothed RTT to calculate
the network path delay.
Handle low-level issues related to congestion control and interface
disconnection/reconnection.
1) Send ICMP packets to periodically measure path delays. 2)
read routing functionality to route packets through different network
interfaces. 3) monitor link status information on both sides, for
example, available network interfaces as well as their up/down status.
Dynamically change the receiver’s TCP window size to control the
throughput of each TCP connection.
Add entrances to the routing table in order to deliver data over a
certain path.
Estimate the characteristics of each network interface as well as the
energy consumption of each interface.
Estimate the available bandwidth and the energy consumption of
each interface.
Estimate the characteristics of each network interface, for example,
the available bandwidth and packet error rate.
Use OpenFlow to discover the topology of the network, calculate
multiple paths and configure these paths on the OpenFlow network.
MPTCP distributes the load across the selected paths.
Use LISP [55] to give better knowledge of the underlying IP
topology to MPTCP enabled endpoints in cloud networks.
Use LISP [55] and TRILL [50] respectively in different environments to calculate and select multiple paths for MPTCP in data
centers. LISP [55] handles path diversity between border nodes and
TRILL [50] deals with multipath on Ethernet layer.
Use MAC information to estimate the path status so as to suspend
or release a path based on the estimation.

Table XVII
√
C OMPATIBILITY E VALUATION ( means being supported).
Compatibility Link
√
Application
Backward
√
Middlebox
Host
√
Infrastructure

Network √
(no proxy)
√

Network√(1 proxy)
√

Network √
(2 proxies)
√

MPTCP
√
√
√

CMT-SCTP
√

Session
√
√
√

√

√

√

Application
√
√

√
√

patibility issue because the multipath transmission property
needs to be implemented for specific applications.
An updated approach has backward compatibility if it can
either work with its communicating peer which uses the
standard approach or automatically fallback to the standard
approach if the communicating peer does not support the
new features. Link layer approaches generally do not maintain the backward compatibility because most of them are
proprietary approaches and require dedicated setup on both
sides. Therefore, we mark that the link layer approaches are
not backwards compatible. Network layer approaches with no
proxy usually employ some of the fields in protocol headers
(e.g., [64, 66, 121, 148, 149, 150]) to negotiate multiple IP addresses to be used or piggy-back information so as to provide
backward compatibility. Network layer approaches with one
proxy has backward compatibility because the communicating
peer is unaware of the multipath transmission between the

√

client and the proxy. The network layer approaches requiring
two proxies are also backwards compatible because both sides
are unaware of the multipath transmission between the two
proxies. MPTCP is backwards compatible with plain TCP
because it can fallback to single-path TCP if the communicating host does not support the extensions. CMT-SCTP related
articles did mention at all whether it can fallback to SCTP if
the server is not CMT-SCTP enabled. We believe CMT-SCTP
could also fallback to SCTP if the server does not support
concurrent multipath transfer. But anyway, CMT-SCTP has
inherited the backward compatibility issue of SCTP itself. For
example, if the server is only aware of TCP operations, a CMPSCTP client may fail to create connection with the server.
Session layer and application layer approaches are generally
backwards compatible with the legacy applications. When
connecting to a server, a client application usually specifies
two different TCP ports, a probe one and a fallback one. First,
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the client tries to establish a connection using the probe port
to check whether the server is upgraded. If the operation fails,
another attempt is made by using the fallback port to create a
standard connection.
The compatibility with existing middleboxes, such as firewalls and NATs, affects whether the “new” packets are able
to traverse the legacy middleboxes. First of all, link layer approaches generally would not have this issue because the communication paths or trees are well designed between dedicated
multipath-aware devices. Most network layer approaches (with
and without proxies) split bytestream over multiple paths.
Therefore, the single sequence space across more than one
path leaves gaps in the sequence space seen on any individual
path, which may upset certain middleboxes. To solve this
issue, the double sequence space design was proved to be an
effective solution [79, 160]. However, how to use the double
space also influenced the outcome. For example, HIP based
multipath transmission adopts double sequence space. But the
additional sequence space is used for the purpose of anti-replay
instead of resequencing. In contrast, MPTCP packets, which
carry double sequence numbers for resequencing on two levels,
can traverse most of the middleboxes. CMT-SCTP packets
may fail to traverse through certain middleboxes due to its
single sequence space design. Session and application layer
approaches create multiple standalone TCP flows so that their
TCP flows can travel through various middleboxes as normal
TCP does.
Host compatibility means whether the approaches require
changes in hosts. We found that all approaches need changes
on hosts except the network layer approaches with two proxies
because the multipath transmission between the two proxies
are unknown to both communicating peers.
Infrastructure compatibility means whether an approach
needs additional network infrastructure such as NAT box and
proxy. We found that only the network layer approaches with
the proxy support require additional infrastructure.
According to the previous discussion, it is hard to implement a generic multipath solution which can satisfy all the
compatibility requirements. As summarized in Table XVII,
we have a few more observations. For example, MPTCP
and session layer approaches have more compatibility support
than others. CMT-SCTP has inherited SCTP’s application
compatibility issue, which becomes the major obstacle of its
real deployment. Network layer approaches lack discussion on
backward compatibility.
5) Evolution of Research Problems: Table XVIII presents
the research problems the approaches on each layer have tried
to address. In the early stage of multipath transmission research, most approaches emphasized only bandwidth aggregation with various scheduling and packet reordering algorithms.
Few of them considered the fairness and RP features. Today,
these two problems as well as Pareto-optimality problem have
become challenges along with the revolutionary development
of multipath transmission.
The fairness requirement on multipath transmission was
unclear in the beginning. For example, the early research on
multipath transmission focused on bandwidth aggregation by
taking advantage of the resources through multiple interfaces.
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The target in the research community matched the potential
expectation of end users because an end user can benefit
from the aggregated bandwidth if they have paid for both
accesses. Thus, the fairness emphasized the fairness of each
individual subflow; for example, each subflow gets as much
bandwidth as a standalone TCP flow does. In recent years, the
research focus was on the fairness of the multiple subflows as a
whole at shared bottlenecks. The principle is that a multipath
transmission should behave as a single TCP flow at shared
bottlenecks. Coordinated congestion control algorithms are
used as a powerful tool to achieve it.
The concept of RP [200] was proposed in 2008. The early
approaches before it also proposed using less congested paths
more, which is one of the RP principles. From the congestion
control algorithm viewpoint, the difference between these
approaches and the approaches after 2008 is that the latter
ones use coordinated congestion control algorithms instead of
independently tuning each path’s congestion control behavior.
The Pareto-optimality is a state of resource allocation in
which there is no alternative state that would make some people better off without making anyone worse off. MPTCP with
LIA [17, 59, 158, 162] fails to satisfy the Pareto-optimality
because upgrading some regular TCP users to MPTCP can
reduce the throughput of other users without any benefit to
the upgraded users. OLIA [100, 101] as an alternative for
LIA could make MPTCP Pareto-optimal and satisfy the three
design goals of MPTCP.
In Table XVIII, we observe that the multipath transmission
follows an evolutionary way mostly on the transport layer. We
believe this is determined by the stack position at which the
proposed approaches are located. For example, the fairness,
RP, and Pareto-optimality features are achieved by the means
of congestion control, which as default is managed on the
transport layer. The link layer and application layer cannot
intervene congestion control without breaking the protocol
stack layered structure. In our literature review, mHIP [151] is
the only protocol which provides fairness feature on network
layer. However, mHIP is actually located on a middle layer
between network and transport layers. Therefore, because of
its closeness to transport layer, mHIP is able to manipulate
the congestion control operations. The link layer and network
layer can provide path diversity for cross-layer approaches.
For example, OpenFlow and TRILL can provide Ethernet level
path diversity [33, 194], and LISP can provide routing level
path diversity [33, 35].
IV. L ESSONS L EARNED
From the evolution of end-to-end multipath transmission
viewpoint, we observe that multipath has become increasingly
popular at the transport layer with features such as load
balancing, fairness control, congestion control and Paretooptimality. As a major extension to TCP which has not
changed very much in the last decades, MPTCP has attracted
more and more attention in recent years. We refer to Figure 2,
Table XVII and Table XVIII to summarize the lessons of its
development we have learned from this survey. We believe
that they are valuable lessons that others should learn in order
to make their proposals into practice.
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Table XVIII
√
R ESEARCH P ROBLEMS ON E ACH L AYER ( means having tried to address).
Research Problems
Bandwidth aggregation
Packet reordering
Fairness
RP
Path diversity
Pareto-optimality

Link
√
√

Network
√
√
√

√

As shown in Figure 2, MPTCP was proposed at an opportune time to draw the experience gathered in previous
work and correcting the past mistakes. For example, MPTCP
was designed with the backward compatibility to legacy applications and middleboxes (see Table XVII), which makes
MPTCP instead of CMT-SCTP a big step towards being
widely acceptable. In addition to solving the compatibility
issue, MPTCP goes further in addressing issues in fairness
and RP by joint increase and decrease rules (e.g., the coupled congestion control algorithm LIA [162]). Furthermore,
OLIA [101] and AOLIA [182] even make MPTCP meet the requirements of Pareto-efficiency (see Table XVIII). Apart from
the technical aspects, we believe the following factors also
contribute to the success of MPTCP: kernel implementation
in Linux, support from Internet standards organization (e.g.,
IETF), active and public academic community7 , and incentives
from industry [1, 4, 20]. According to the previous discussion,
we use the following key words to summarize the key efforts
which has driven the development of MPTCP: collecting previous experience, correcting past mistakes, continuously finding
and solving new challenges, implementation, standardization,
research community and industrial incentives.
Although MPTCP is a promising protocol for multipath
transmission, it still has room for improvement. We give a few
recommendations as follows. First, MPTCP needs more “marketing” work to get more support from industry. Currently,
only a few companies (e.g., [1, 20, 138]) make products or
services on MPTCP. Although Apple implemented MPTCP (in
a backup mode) in iOS 7, later iOS upgrades did not support it
any more. Secondly, although MPTCP has been implemented
in Linux kernel, people have to manually install it (e.g., by
the means of apt-repository or compiling and installing from
source) before trying it. It would become much convenient
if some mainstream Linux distributions can add the MPTCP
kernel directly in their releases. Thirdly, much work has been
done to improve the performance of MPTCP in terms of
packet reordering and Pareto-efficiency. But they are still open
questions and need more technical improvement.
V. O PEN Q UESTIONS
We have identified a few open questions and present them
as follows.
• Multipath transmission in Information-Centric Networking
(ICN): in contrast with the host-centric paradigm based
on perpetual connectivity and the end-to-end principle,
7 MPTCP has an active mail list (mptcp-dev@listes.uclouvain.be) for sharing experience.

Transport
√
√
√
√

Application
√
√

√
√

•

ICN was proposed to make the network content centric allowing nodes to request content that is then delivered by the network to them. In this new networking
paradigm, information retrieval is pull-based, driven by
user requests, point-to-multipoint and intrinsically coupled
with in-network caching. In ICN, a content item can be
replicated in more than one node. There is an increased
interest in adapting multipath transport control to ICN in the
literature [23, 41, 170] so that the delivery of the content
can follow more than one path to reach the user. The
benefits of multipath in ICN include increased resilience and
decreased load to content repositories. The combination of
ICN and multipath transport brings new challenges in terms
of balancing the performance maximization and network
cost minimization. A multipath solution for ICN needs to
take into account that the content sources are unknown
in advance and may vary over time, and that in-network
caching may impact the variability of path length and the
associated delivery time.
Currently, there are not many existing multipath transmission approaches suitable for ICN. A strategy layer has
been proposed for Content Centric Networks (CCN) that
make decisions pertaining to the multipath selection process.
Naive multipath strategies have been reported to negatively impact CCN efficiency [170]. An analytical model
has been proposed for evaluating different ICN multipath
forwarding strategies. According to the model, a good
forwarding strategy that maximizes the receive-rate should
control the pending interests injected in the different paths
so as to fill the capacity of their pipelines [41]. Joint
multipath congestion control and request forwarding have
been investigated in [23] with the twofold objective of
maximizing user throughput and minimizing overall network
cost. Relevant research topics for multipath ICN include
forwarding strategies for wireless and dynamic networks,
joint design of forwarding strategies and cache replacement
policies, and routing protocol support for multipath.
Context-aware scheduling: we refer Table XV to support our
discussion on this open question. As shown in the table, no
individual algorithm wins from both the packet reordering
and load sharing capability. This result implies that there is
no single algorithm that is one-size-fits-all. The efficiency
of an algorithm depends on how much it fits to the network
environment. For example, although an algorithm may drive
better results than others in certain network environment, it
cannot beat others all the time in a dynamically changing
network. Each algorithm has its intended network environ-
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ment in which to work the best. Currently, most work has
been using one single scheduling algorithm all the time,
which would definitely lead to low performance in certain
network conditions. Therefore, context-aware scheduling
policy is required to dynamically detect the network context
and switch to the best performing scheduling algorithm
accordingly. The concept of context-aware scheduling is not
new. Some initial work has been conducted. For example,
WiMP-SCTP [84] has two data transmission scheduling
algorithms used for different network conditions. When the
network condition is good, the data-striping algorithm is
selected to aggregate bandwidth. When the network condition becomes bad, the data-duplicating algorithm is switched
on to increase destination reachability. In [66, 166], there
are two scheduling algorithms which are used for legacy
destination and updated destination respectively. For more
similar work, we refer readers to [69, 70, 110].
Richer API of transport services: if the application were
to explicitly control the congestion control algorithms by
the means of APIs provided by transport protocols, then it
would not only know everything the transport layer knows
but also what the application knows (e.g., the workload and
application content type), which helps in making optimal
decisions. This is one of the goals the TAPS (Transport
Services) work group (WG) in IETF plans to achieve. For
example, the TAPS WG will identify the services provided
by existing IETF transport protocols and congestion control
mechanisms as well as network requirements of APIs. The
application layer approaches could then use the standard
APIs to control mechanism underneath.
Multicast meets multipath: multicast traffic over the Internet
is growing steadily with the increasing number of demanding applications. Many of them require certain QoS guarantees, and demand that the network resource be utilized
in an efficient way. To achieve these goals, the multipath
transmission could be used to effectively split multicast
traffic over multiple paths at the edge of the multicast tree.
For example, the future of mobile content delivery may use
multicast networks for audio/video streaming applications.
The last hop of the multicast networks would be based on
various wireless technologies (e.g., WiFi, 3G, and LTE). Due
to the fact that an individual wireless path may be unreliable
and be unable to provide required bandwidth, multipath
transmission for the last hop would improve its resilience
and throughput. Generally, the challenges include packet
reordering and in-network caching issues. We believe that
packet coding schemes [31, 62, 106, 180] can be potential
solutions to them.
Heterogeneity of multipath: there are many different network environments for multipath transmission. For example,
in modern data centers, there are usually more than one path
available between any pair of endpoints. The same applies
to access networks, the core of the Internet, and Internet
Service Providers (ISPs). Nevertheless, these domains are
usually autonomous and isolated from each other. There
are specialized network entities, e.g., border gateway, to
guarantee the autonomy of each domain. The downside
of this network topology is that even though there might
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be abundant multipath resources available locally within
each domain, the globally available multi-path resources
are limited to the border gateways. Thus, how to break the
border of each autonomous domain to enrich the multipath
resources significantly is not only a technical problem, but
also a management problem. It requires efforts from multiple
domains, including ISPs, policymakers and end users.
Specialized use of multipath transmission: most of the existing approaches aim to obtain higher throughput from the
use of multipath transmission. However, from a user’s perspective, boosting the throughput of a multi-homed mobile
device may not be the first-priority goal all the time. Instead,
some users may be willing to use cheap subscriptions in
order to save a few dollars. Others would rather use the
low energy-consumption interface(s) to save the battery
life. Therefore, multipath transmission strategies which take
price and energy into consideration should be provided to
users so that they can choose from different transmission
strategies to satisfy their demands.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Conventional TCP/IP always uses a single “best” path
according to certain routing metrics, even if there may be more
than one path between two endpoints. This behavior results in
under-utilization of the available network resources. The proliferation of mobile devices equipped with multiple interfaces,
represented by smart phones, brings with it a growing number
of multi-homed hosts onto the Internet. Thus, this deteriorates
the mismatch between single-path transport and the multitude
of available network paths. Multipath transmission comes into
the picture as a natural solution with several salient features,
such as reliability, fairness, RP and Pareto-optimality. In this
article, we make a comprehensive survey about the state-ofthe-art multipath transmission approaches, intending to provide researchers and practitioners with insightful observations.
We hope this survey will inspire a series of new research work
in this field.
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A PPENDIX
L IST OF ACRONYMS
AOLIA Adapted Opportunistic Linked Increases Algorithm
ATLB Arrival-Time matching Load-Balancing
BERP Bandwidth Estimation Based Resource Pooling
BMP Buffer Management Policy
CMT Concurrent Multipath Transfer
DAC Delayed ACK for CMT
DBAS Deplorable Bandwidth Aggregation System
ECMP Equal Cost Multipath
ECT Equal Cost Tree
EDPF Earliest Delivery Path First
FOSM Flow-Oriented Scheduling Mode
FPS Forward Prediction Scheduling
HIP Host Identity Protocol
HLB Head-of-Line Blocking
HTTP-RP HTTP Request Pipelining
HTTP-RRR HTTP Range Retrieval Request
LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol
LIA Linked Increase Algorithm
LISP Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol
MPTCP Multipath TCP
NAT Network Address Translation
OLIA Opportunistic Linked Increases Algorithm
PCA Per-Conversation Allocation
PET Packet-Pair based EDPF for TCP applications
PFA Per-Flow Allocation
POSM Packet-Oriented Scheduling Mode
RP Resource Pooling
RR Round Robin
RTT Round-Trip Time
SACK Selective Acknowledgment
SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol
SPB Shortest Path Bridging
TRILL Transparent Interconnection of a Lot of Links
WRR Weighted Round Robin

